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A DESIGN FOR ADVANCED PREPARATION OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCHERS
Statement of the problem. The central problem of this study 
was twofold: (1) to determine whether the educational research prepa­
ration offered by selected colleges and universities bore out the 
findings of critics, and (2) to synthesize and synergize opinions and 
facts regarding educational research, as expressed by men active in 
the field, into a flexible proposal whereby individual student's pro­
grams in research preparation could be "custom-made" to suit their 
most obvious research needs.
Summary of assumptions. It was assumed that: (1) existing
university research programs for the preparation of school administra­
tors and educational research personnel reflect the philosophy, beliefs, 
and work-styles of those who plan and operate them. (2) A- study of 
the common elements between practices of trainers, opinions of pro­
fessors and students of educational research, and the findings of 
research provide the best data to consider prior to the design of a 
new advanced research preparation program. (3) A program could be 
developed which would be superior in content and student experiences 
to any single program available in the selected institutions.
Procedures. On-site visits were made to universities selected 
for the sample for the study. Discussions with personnel associated 
with educational research (instructors, department chairmen, students, 
others) were conducted using the interview technique and a response 
data form. All interviews were tape recorded. A survey and analysis 
of literature were conducted to ascertain the most widely discussed 
practices in the research training of advanced graduate students in 
education. Interviews with prominent educational research personnel 
and doctoral candidates associated with the selected institutions were 
conducted. All of the data thus collected and analyzed were considered 
as nuclei in the proposed research program design resultant from the 
total procedure.
Summary of findings, conclusions, and implications. Each of 
the research authorities described a plan or procedure of a research 
preparation program but did not prescribe a sequence of courses for 
an adequate program. Each held to the traditional research methods,
statistics and measurement courses offered by all universities having 
doctoral programs. Yet, in each instance, they strongly recommended 
that a proper research preparation program could and should be developed 
wherein the student actually worked as an intern to someone engaged in 
educational research.
A major conclusion of this study relates to Byar's statement 
concerning the "bedevilment theory"; that one cannot get the man out of 
his research. All those involved in this study revealed a personal 
approach to educational research and research training. That is, any 
course is like the professor who teaches it. Also concluded was that 
research preparation for the practitioner must be "custom-made" for 
competency in consuming research and developing decision-making skills.
The dilemma of research preparation programs, the constituted 
a major implication of this study. That is, each student has his own 
unique "work-style." His program should be "custom-made."
Dissertation prepared under the guidance of Dr. William L. 
Evernden, Dr. Madison Byar, Dr. Howard Bowers, Dr. Harold Measel, 
Dr. Charles Burkett, and Dr. Henry Swann.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Once in the last third of the twentieth century, educators became 
disillusioned with the lack of adequate evaluation and accountability in 
the discipline of education. In 1965 in his book, A Cross-Section of 
Educational Research, Edwin Wandt noted and discussed the sad state 
of educational research. His discussion centered on the utter lack of 
adequately reported research which appeared in the journals used in his 
study. Several judges or evaluators, who were research writers them­
selves, critiqued articles dealing with research in educational journals. 
One of their first handicaps was the difficulty of finding articles that 
could be classified as true research. Journals for the preceding five 
years were searched and a panel of judges analyzed each research article 
on its merits. Articles were rated on an instrument devised for evalu­
ating studies. The findings, as rated on the instrument, showed that 
the research that appeared in educational journals was average to 
mediocre in quality. Wandt pointed out the necessity for educators to 
develop improved research ability if they were to publish creditable 
results. If education was to be a profession it demanded that scholars 
be prepared to conduct experiments which could be validated and the 
results of which would stand up under other forms of professional 
evaluation.
1
Since education was not an exact science it was difficult to 
measure the results of experimentation. However, it was not impossible 
for educators to familiarize themselves with the various methods of 
research including statistical procedures, and computer applications to 
educat iona1 problems.^
Educational research, as a part of the general discipline of 
education, was seen to be composed of several categories of research- 
oriented activity: basic research, the creation of new knowledge;
applied research, the field testing of basic research findings, and the 
action type of research which was seen more as a linguistic activity 
than as either a search for new knowledge or a testable application of 
research findings. Beyond these aspects there seemed to be the prac­
titioners of the profession of education who, so to speak, "consumed" 
research; that is, they fell into established patterns of activity 
resultant from research efforts other than their own.
These facts and conditions pointed to the deficiencies in extant 
preparation programs in those colleges and universities that profess to 
offer programs to prepare educational researchers. There were, in 1972, 
programs so mathematically centered that surveys, historical research, 
time studies, comparative analysis and studies of a modern existential 
nature were not considered research. At other institutions the flexi­
bility of research preparation programs approached the "no-orientation" 
level. The research carried out in the preparation of this study became 
the backdrop for the design of a "desirable" program that would break
1-Edwin Wandt, A Cross-Section of Educational Research (New York: 
David McKay Company, Inc., 1965), passim.
3the total field of educational research into phases or components 
suited to the work-styles of prospective researchers.
THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem. The central problem of this study was 
twofold: (1) to determine whether the educational research preparation
offered by selected colleges and universities bore out the findings of 
critics, and (2) to synthesize and synergize opinions and facts 
regarding educational research, as expressed by men active in the field, 
into a flexible proposal whereby individual student's programs in 
research preparation could be "custom-made" to suit their most obvious 
research needs.
Conclusions were drawn from a comparative analysis of programs 
at the University of Cincinnati, Miami (Ohio) University, the University 
of Tennessee, and the University of North Carolina through on-site 
visits and from the opinions of personnel involved in educational 
research at The Ohio State University, the University of Tennessee, the 
University of Cincinnati, and the University of Oregon through recorded 
telephone interviews.
The subproblems treated herein are as follows:
a. A design for researchers.
How much and what kinds of research training and 
experiences are needed for those who are going to 
participate in basic research?
b. A design for practitioners (school administrators).
How much and what kinds of research training and 
experiences are needed for those who are going to 
limit themselves to action research and the appli­
cation of research findings?
4Importance of the study. The research carried out in the
preparation of this study is principally important because it gives the
u
reader an opportunity to evaluate certain university research programs 
on the basis of their sponsors' opinions and in terms of the designs of 
their programs. Such an analysis of designs of existing programs leads 
naturally into the major purpose of this study; namely, the development 
and presentation of ideal or custom-made programs of courses and 
experiences appropriate to the advanced training of educational 
researchers. Progress in the applications of technology to research 
outside the area of professional education is a significant and con­
tinuing consideration in designing advanced training programs; they must 
be up-dated as further technological advances are made.
This study represents an attempt to use the knowledge gained 
from an analysis of existing programs in the development of a program 
which will include the best that is now known about the advanced training 
of educational researchers.
Significance of the study. The significance of this study 
derives from the fact, established by the interviews carried out and by 
an analysis of institutional programs in the area of educational research, 
that the type of research preparation a student needs is determined by 
the kinds of research one may be called upon— or may call upon himself-- 
to carry out. Until a problem, calling for research activity to solve 
it, exists and is identified, no student needs research preparation. 
However, beset as all of education is with a variety of problems, a 
further significance of this study lies in the explanation it offers for
why more educators do not feel competent to attack problems through the 
applications of research techniques.
The beginning, in 1971, of advanced graduate programs in 
educational administration and supervision at East Tennessee State 
University caused both the professors and the initial group of students 
to consider the problem of adequate preparation in the areas of edu­
cational research for advanced students.
A study of preparation programs in similar institutions was 
conceded to be a good place to get an estimate of "what was going on." 
Beyond this, the study became locally significant because from the 
necessary survey, with its series of interviews with professors and 
students, ideas for planning a research preparation program for East 
Tennessee State University were gathered, analyzed, and woven into a 
program proposal.
The proposal resultant from the above research reflects the 
variety of types and degrees of research preparation needed for the 
functional preparation of advanced students whose work-styles and 
ambitions are varied. It was anticipated that the outcomes of this 
study would be helpful to advanced graduate students and professors of 
educational research, and would have applicability to advanced graduate 
programs anywhere in the nation. That fact alone adds a significance 
to the study beyond that attached to many of the "standard" programs 
studied.
6DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
Analysis. Analysis is breaking down, ordering, summarizing, 
and testing data so that answers to research questions can be obtained.^
Application. Application means the use of the computer in 
dealing with research data analysis techniques.
Computer. Computer is an 1130 International Business Machines 
disc system with a thirty-two storage capacity. Alternate disc packs 
provide for unlimited storage of data. A computer contains five com­
ponents: an input system, storage or memory, a control system, an
3
arithmetic unit, and an output system.
Design. A design is a plan or pattern for theorizing. It 
includes organizing, analyzing, and interpreting data collected in a 
research study.
OPPO. 0PP0 refers to the way research and research training is 
Organized, Planned, Programmed, and Operated.
Practitioner. A practitioner is a producer of decision research
and a consumer of research who implements knowledge in a particular 
4
context.
O
Paul Monroe, Encyclopedia of Educational Research (New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 1969), p. 1138.
^Gilbert Sax, Empirical Foundation of Research (Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1968), p. 408.
^John H. M. Andrews, "Differentiated Research Training for 
Students of Administration," Educational Research: New Perspectives, 
eds. Jack A. Culbertson and Stephen P. Hencley (Danville, Illinois: 
The Interstate Printers and Publishers, 1963), pp. 359-61.
7Research. Research is an approach to an understanding of the 
universe along a broad thoroughfare of organized knowledge solidly 
established on observation and experiment imbedded in a matrix of 
theory.^
Researcher. A researcher is one who participates in basic 
research for the achievement of a fuller knowledge or understanding of 
the subject matter under study, rather than making practical appli- 
cations of new knowledge.
Statistics. Statistics is a technique for summarizing numerical 
data and comparing obtained results to chance expectations.^
Technique. Technique is any organized procedure for gathering 
and/or analyzing research data.
Tool skills. Tool skills is an understanding of research imple­
ments in computational, quantitative, and information sciences in the
g
fields of education, mathematics, and psychology.
Work-style. An individual's work-style is determined by his 
beliefs— by those operational factors in his thinking that determine
^Palmer 0. Johnson, "Introductory Remarks at Opening of the 
Symposium on Educational Research," First Annual Phi Delta Kappa Symposium 
on Educational Research (Bloomington, Indiana: Phi Delta Kappa, 1960), 
p. 15.
£
Andrews, op. cit., p. 358.
^Monroe, loc. cit.
^Clifford James Houston, "Trends in Research Tool Requirements 
for the Doctorate in Education" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
Colorado State College, 1969), passim.
both what type of things he is most likely to do and the way or ways he 
is most likely to go about doing them,9
ASSUMPTIONS
It was assumed that:
(1) Existing university research programs for the preparation of 
school administrators and educational research personnel reflect the 
philosophy, beliefs, and work-styles of those who plan and operate them.
(2) The universities studied require research course sequences
of advanced graduate students, supply those students with bibliographical 
lists of research books and references, and use textbooks prescribed by 
the professors.
(3) In the universities studied, computer centers have selected 
programs accessible to research students who have "hands-on" access to 
computers.
(4) Professors actively engaged in research could help identify 
the order of priority of research courses and experiences.
(5) A study of the common elements between practices of 
trainers, opinions of professors and students of educational research, 
and the findings of research provide the best data to consider prior to 
the design of a new advanced research preparation program.
(6) Advanced graduate students planning careers in educational 
research or large scale institutional planning would need to complete a 
research program of greater depth and breadth than students who antici­
pate other educational careers.
^Statement by T. Madison Byar, personal interview, January 20, 
1972. (Tape recorded.)
(7) Most school administrators do not usually have time to 
perform most types of research, and need only to understand research 
and to develop the ability to interpret and use research results; they 
will, therefore, employ experts to do research for them.
(8) A program could be developed which would be superior in 
content and student experiences to any single program available in the 
selected institutions.
LIMITATIONS
This study was limited to an analysis of printed programs, the 
opinions of professional research personnel, and suggestions made by 
graduate students of educational research and analysis. Supportive data 
were gathered from university programs and interviews with personnel 
associated with the University of Tennessee, Miami (Ohio) University, 
the University of Cincinnati, the University of North Carolina, The Ohio 
State University, and the University of Oregon.
Data were obtained from recorded phone conversations, face-to- 
face recorded conversations with nationally recognized authorities in 
educational research, practicing school administrators, and research 
and development planners at the universities of Oregon, Tennessee,
Miami (Ohio), Cincinnati, East Tennessee State, North Carolina, and (The) 
Ohio State. Some interviews were held with university professors and 
other personnel, prepared in research methodology but not currently 
engaged in research. This latter group discussed ideas related to 
research and research preparation programs and voiced opinions developed 
principally in graduate schools. Other sources of data included papers,
10
brochures, and research proposals appropriate to the possible solution 
of the problem of the study.
PROCEDURES
Universities with recognized research programs and research- 
competent personnel were selected to serve as the sample for this study. 
Interview Response Data Forms (Appendix A) were used to obtain basic 
data concerning the characteristics of programs, and the personnel who 
man them in each of the universities.
On-site visits were made to four of the universities listed. 
Discussions with the instructors of research courses provided infor­
mation on course content, student participation and follow-up, and text 
and reference materials. Previously prepared data-gathering instruments 
were completed during the visits. Analyses were made of what the 
computer centers had to offer research students. Relevant data from 
each of the universities were gathered, organized, and analyzed. From 
this analysis, the most effective facets of each program were identified 
and described in tables and in narrative.
Telephone interviews were recorded with research personnel at 
two universities not visited, and with people not available during the 
visits to one other university. Answers to appropriate questions from 
the Interview Response Data Forms and other questions specific to the 
role of the interviewee were recorded and used as data supplemental to 
that gathered during on-site visits.
A survey and analysis of literature were conducted to ascertain 
the most widely discussed practices in the research training of advanced 
graduate students in education.
11
Interviews with prominent educational research personnel and 
doctoral candidates associated with the selected institutions were 
conducted through the use of an interview format included in Appendix A.
A semantic differential form (Appendix B) was administered to 
students in educational research classes at East Tennessee State 
University. The attitudes of these students were factored out of the 
data for use in the development of program designs.
All of the data thus collected and analyzed were considered as 
nuclei in the proposed research program design resultant from the total 
procedure.
ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY
This study was organized so that it could be reported in two 
volumes. Volume I deals with the implementation and reporting of data 
resultant from carrying out the research design. Volume II deals with 
a proposed research preparation program for advanced students in the 
discipline of education.
Volume I, Chapter 1 includes an introduction to the problem, 
subproblems, importance of the study, significance of the study, 
assumptions, definitions of terms, and limitations of the study. The 
procedure for conducting the study is outlined in this chapter.
Volume I, Chapter 2 contains a review of the related literature 
dealing with educational research.
Volume I, Chapter 3 reports the findings of the study.
Volume I, Chapter 4 is devoted to a brief outline of suggested 
programs for the educational research consumer and for the educational 
researcher.
12
Volume I, Chapter 5 presents the summary, conclusions, and 
implications of the research findings.
Volume II, Chapter 1 presents a program for an introductory 
course in research methods and experiences, including design and tech­
niques.
Volume II, Chapter 2 presents a plan for an advanced research 
course for the educational administrator.
Volume II, Chapter 3 contains suggestions for a seminar in 
writing and interpreting research reports.
Volume II, Chapter 4 outlines a program for educational research 
as a major field of study.
Chapter 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE AND RESEARCH
Writers in the past, who have described research training pro­
grams, have generally dealt only with methodological content. Sieber 
sampled sixty-four graduate schools of education; twenty-five indicated 
that they neither emphasized research training nor provided a program 
for training researchers in education. Seventeen percent emphasized 
research training and provided some form of program for students who 
wanted to make research a career. Sieber noted that only 27 percent of 
the responding universities offered majors in educational research.
Basic Research Methods and Design, a course most frequently offered by 
schools, was offered by 96 percent of the schools. There was an 
average of 4.6 courses per school. Statistics was offered by 85 per­
cent of the schools with an average of 3.0 courses per school. Testing 
and measurement was offered by 71 percent of the schools, with 2.0 
courses per school. Courses based on current research activities were 
offered in 22 percent of the schools, with 2.2 courses per school.
Courses on School Surveys were offered by 16 percent of the schools,
with 1.5 courses per school. (Other unspecified research courses were
1
offered in 14 percent of the schools, with 2.7 courses per school.)
ISam D. Sieber, Analysis of USOE Research Training Programs, 
Bureau of Applied Social Research (New York: Columbia University, 1968),
p. 10.
13
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Krathwohl made a survey of doctoral producing universities. 
Ninety-one percent of the institutions offered introductory courses in 
research, a greater percentage offered statistics; 46 percent offered 
experimental design courses; and courses in measurement and evaluation 
were frequent. However, the full sequence of courses— research methods, 
statistics, and design and measurement, as a requirement in doctoral 
programs, was quite rare.^
Roaden searched for new or different programs. He received 
program descriptions, adequate for analysis, from forty-seven insti­
tutions. These institutions described fifty-seven programs: two post­
doctoral, thirty-one doctoral, five masters, six undergraduate, and
3
thirteen short-term institutes. Roaden concluded that the evidence 
indicated that there were still some unsolved problems which were 
identified in Clark's 1963 observation that "educational research at 
this point in its historical development was clearly inhabiting the 
periphery of the profession.
Sproull studied the relation of research preparation to 
duration, attrition, and research communication of doctoral candidates
o
David R. Krathwohl, "Current Formal Patterns of Educating 
Empirically Oriented Researchers and Methodologists," The Training and 
Nurturing of Educational Researchers (Bloomington, Indiana: Phi Delta
Kappa, 1965), passim.
^Arless L. Roaden, "An Analysis of Formal Programs for the 
Training of Educational Research and Dissemination Personnel," A Study 
of Roles for Researchers in Education, eds. David L. Clark and John E. 
Hopkins (Bloomington, Indiana: School of Education, Indiana University,
1969), passim.
^David L. Clark, "Educational Research; a National Perspective," 
Educational Research: New Perspectives, eds. Jack A. Culbertson and 
Stephen P. Hencley (Danville, Illinois: The Interstate Printers and 
Publishers, Inc., 1963), pp. 33-42.
15
in education at Michigan State University. The average doctoral student 
completed 5.5 courses categorized as research preparation. The average 
number of courses in each kind of research preparation was approxi­
mately two courses in theory, theory construction or logic; one course 
in research methods; one in measurement or evaluation; and 1.5 courses 
in statistics and mathematics. The average number of research pre­
paration courses ranged from approximately three to eight. Candidates 
from the Departments of Counselling, Personnel Services, Educational 
Psychology, and candidates with cognates in psychology received their 
major research preparation in theory, measurements and statistics. 
Candidates from the Department of Secondary Education and Curriculum 
and candidates with cognates in sociology were prepared chiefly in 
research methods."*
Millikan reported on eleven of the most important character­
istics of institutions that were high producers of researchers. Of
these characteristics, five related to the apprenticeship mechanism,
£
four to the formal mechanism, and two to the peer group mechanism.
Houston studied trends in research tool requirements for the 
doctorate in education. His study showed that institutions granting 
the doctorate indicated that there was usually one research tool
Natalie Loraine Sproull, "The Relationship of Research 
Preparation to Duration, Attrition and Research Communication of 
Doctoral Candidates in Education (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 
Michigan State University, 1969), passim.
%ancy Horne Millikan, "Processes of Socialization in 
Educational Research: Delineation of Problems Facing the Development 
of Researchers by Graduate Institutions of Education" (unpublished 
Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 1969), passim.
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requirement for the Doctor of Education degree, while in most 
institutions granting the Doctor of Philosophy degree in Education, 
there were typically two tools of research required. The fact that 
the educator of the future needs to be a competent research worker 
demands a careful examination and analysis of the present trend in 
research tool requirements for the doctorate in education.^
Based upon an analysis of these data, Houston concluded that 
institutions which granted the doctorate in education differed from 
each other relative to research tool requirements, methods, and foreign 
language, when these institutions were categorized according to type of 
institution and total enrollment. Forty-seven percent of those 
institutions granting the Ed.D. required no research tool for that 
degree, \diile the majority of institutions that granted the Ph.D. in 
Education required two research tools for that degree. The majority of 
institutions granting the Ed.D. allowed course work in applied statistics 
to satisfy a research tool requirement. The majority of institutions 
granting the Ph.D. in Education allowed the Graduate School Foreign 
Language Test of the Educational Testing Service, or a foreign language 
department test, to satisfy their research tool requirement. The 
majority of institutions which allowed a foreign language to satisfy a 
research tool requirement reported that German, French, Russian, and 
Spanish were acceptable languages for this purpose. A majority of 
institutions granting the Ed.D. allowed course work in applied statistics 
to satisfy the research tool requirement because they were convinced of
^Clifford James Houston, "Trends in Research Tool Requirements 
for the Doctorate in Education" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
Colorado State College, 1969), passim.
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its utility. A majority of the institutions granting the Ph.D. in 
Education allowed course work in applied statistics to substitute for 
one language requirement. Perhaps an emphasis on scientific technology 
and corresponding advances in computer science were partially responsible 
for the relaxation of the language requirement. It was recommended that 
all institutions granting the doctorate in education immediately 
instigate follow-up studies of their doctoral students to ascertain 
which research tool requirements and methods were most helpful to their 
students after graduation, and that they modify their research tool
O
requirements accordingly.
Altschuld studied the measurement and analysis of factors pre­
dictive of graduate student success in educational research. The 
Research Orientation Index, a sixty-item Likert type scale, and The 
Research Knowledge Index, a fifty-item multiple choice research compe­
tency test, was constructed. Based upon a review of literature, the 
following variables were used to predict graduate student success in 
the program: research knowledge, prior research experience, sex,
research orientation, interest in course work., interest in activities, 
age, and degree sought. The results indicated that graduate student 
success in research was predictable and would be. even more so with more 
refined instruments^
8Ibid.
^James William Altschuld, "A Study of an Experimental Training 
Program in Educational Research and Development: The Measurement and 
Analysis of Factors Predictive of Graduate Student Success" (unpublished 
Ph.D. dissertation, The Ohio State University, 1970), passim.
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The American Psychological Association report summarized the 
view that the best preparation for research was apprenticeship to a 
skilled researcher. Course work, formal examination requirements, and 
anything else that could be standardized, constituted what was ancillary 
to research training.
What is of the essence is getting the student into a 
research environment and having him do research with the 
criticism, advice, and encouragement of others who suffer the 
same pain and enjoy the same rewards. Research is learned by 
doing and taught mainly by contagion--Research must first be 
going on if there is to be research training.10
Richard Judson Puffer conducted a survey of the 727 members of 
the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE) to 
determine their involvement with and capabilities for educational 
research. Puffer recommended that institutions develop training 
programs to serve as springboards for federal efforts, research 
institutes, and workshops.H
Buswell and McConnell defined several roles of the educational 
researcher, including the educational development specialist. His role 
behavior involved the design of educational practices using supporting 
materials and equipment drawn both from available general knowledge 
(basic research) and knowledge about user demands and requirements. A 
sub-specialization of educational development specialists was the 
retriever-converter whose role behaviors were to scan the literature of
■^American Psychological Association, "Report of the Seminar on 
Education for Research in Psychology," American Psychologist, XIV 
(April, 1958), 167-69.
H-Richard Judson Puffer, "The Educational Research Involvement 
and Capabilities of Institutions for Teacher Education" (unpublished 
Ph.D. dissertation, Northwestern University, 1967), passim.
research and practice, and codify it in a fashion permitting easy access 
for the purpose of translating or converting knowledge into workable 
prototype programs in schools and universities. The field tester as a , 
researcher exercised major responsibility for assessing the work­
ability, consequences, and feasibility of a particular educational 
innovation, usually in a preliminary or pilot stage. The quality 
control man's chief role behaviors centered around the routine assessment 
of the consequences of educational practices, once installed and in 
regular use. The change agent's catalyst's needed role behaviors 
included aiding school system occupants with strategy planning and the 
installation of change-planning mechanisms, and the design of needed 
in-service programs at the diffusion/implementation stage. Such change 
agents may be externally located as sociological strangers or directly 
employed by and sited in local schools. The county agent was a 
researcher. Though agriculture was an imperfect model for education, 
it seemed likely that a suitably transformed "county agent" role would 
be useful. The role behaviors were those of interpreting research 
findings to potential user groups. Utilization specialists must have 
a substantial part of their training in university settings. Intern­
ships and intensive field work seemed crucial in roles which served to 
link developmental functions in the knowledge flow.
Researchers in the past have not been competent in role 
behaviors requiring the construction of data-collecting tools for 
practitioners' use, situation-focus information retrieval, diagnostic 
research and feedback, self-study facilitation or training for research 
utilization and facilitation of diffusion in practice.
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Training programs for such role behaviors need to include not 
only some involvement with field research and research utilization 
sites, but some clear conceptualization of research utilization pro­
cesses in educational systems. If universities ignore this, increasing 
disjunction between knowledge-producers and users may be expected, 
without the likelihood of coherent development in either educational 
practice or theory.^
L. Craig Wilson, T. Madison Byar, Arthur S. Shapiro, and Shirley 
H. Schell discussed the predicament of the supervisor practitioner when 
faced with research possibilities.
His usual response is to encourage others verbally to 
undertake studies or experiments, but studiously avoid his 
own personal involvement. Another is to assume the role of 
research publicizer, diffuser, applier, and interpreter, but 
again to dodge a direct commitment to become a producer of 
research. Still another response is to authorize externally 
conducted and directed studies and surveys which use local 
school subjects, but demand no other form of participation, 
including responsibility to implement recommended changes.
Finally, there is his option of rejecting research altogether, 
or of redefining the term to make the entire process more 
compatible with his own perceived reality even though the 
classicists consider it to be a kind of non-research. The 
latter alternative is the one that seems to be gaining the 
most momentum.13
Julian Stanley proposed that school systems release (for fifteen 
months) a person with a liberal arts background and interest in research. 
This person should apply to universities for a special fellowship to be
l^Guy T. Buswell and T. R. McConnell, Training for Educational 
Research. Cooperative Research Project No. 51074 (Berkeley: University
of California, 1966), passim.
l^ L. Craig Wilson, T. Madison Byar, Arthur S. Shapiro, and 
Shirley H. Schell, Sociology of Supervision. An Approach to Comprehensive 
Planning in Education (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1969), p. 335.
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funded partly by the USOE and other organizations and partly by the 
school system. In return, the person would agree to work at least two 
years as an educational research specialist in the school system that 
supplemented the fellowship. This person would qualify for a Master's 
degree in Educational Research.^
Fleury studied the facets relevant to the development of applied 
educational research training programs. He concluded that research 
training itself was not on a firm research foundation. There was a 
paucity of research on researcher training, with no comprehensive 
experimental studies published to date, and only four descriptive 
studies with a fifth study still in progress.^
The projected manpower shortage by 1974 of nearly 10,500 pro­
fessional research and development personnel was the context in which a 
rationale was presented for the development of a training program for 
researchers at East Tennessee State University.^
As stated in the introduction to the problem, educational 
research was severely criticized for its inadequacies. Educators'
^Julian Stanley, "Preparing Educational Research Specialists 
for School Systems: A Proposal," Phi Delta Kappan, XLVIII (December, 
1966), 110-13.
l^Bernard J. Fleury, Jr., "A Study of Factors Relevant to 
the Development of Applied Educational Research Training Programs" 
(unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, University of Massachusetts, 1968), 
passim.
^Joseph Suyeo Sakumura, "An Analysis of an Experimental 
Research and Development Program for Talented Undergraduate Education 
Students" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, The Ohio State University, 
1969), passim.
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indifference to research was mentioned by Travers^ and C o l a d a r c i ^  as 
a factor contributing to these inadequacies. Fattu^ found that only 
ten of ninety-four institutions encouraged research. He surveyed ninety- 
four institutions which offered doctoral programs. The indifference was 
attributed in part to the practitioners' domination of the institutions.
The single most important technological factor in changing edu­
cational research in the past decade was the computer. Computerization 
of data analysis techniques was influential. The computer made lengthy 
and complex analyses possible. The nature of research problems changed 
because of the influence of the computer. The computer had side effects; 
it was a teacher because it forced the researcher to learn his methods 
in depth. Also, the researcher needed to understand computer usage and 
programming. The computer forced significant changes in graduate 
programs.
RELATION OF PROPOSED STUDY 
TO PREVIOUS RESEARCH
A review of the literature of Sieber, Krathwohl, Houston,
Sproull, Coladarci, and Travers indicated that offerings of some type 
of preparation in methods of research for doctoral students was included 
by the majority of universities they studied. Educational research
■^Robert M. W. Travers, An Introduction to Educational 
Research (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1958), passim.
l^Arthur P. Coladarci, "Toward More Rigorous Educational 
Research." Harvard Education Review. XXX (1960), 3-11.
^Nicholas A. Fattu, "A Survey of Educational Research at 
Selected Universities," First Annual Phi Delta Kappa Symposium on 
Educational Research (Bloomington, Indiana: Phi Delta Kappa, 1960),
pp. 1-21.
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preparation programs consisted of sequences of courses, usually Methods 
of Research, Introduction to Statistics, Design, and Measurement. 
Although these "courses" were offered by the universities they studied, 
the complete sequence of course work was available but not required in 
most instances.
This paper begins with a review of literature related to 
research preparation programs and develops into a design for preparing 
educational researchers. The major difference in this proposal as 
opposed to the programs and authorities discussed in the review of 
literature is that the design includes the opinions of people active 
in educational research. Byar described the "bedevilment of education"
as "unlike biology or physics, you cannot get the man out of his
20research. The results will be tempered by his philosophy."
This proposal cuts across the total field of educational 
research preparation programs and introduces the idea of "prospective 
work-styles" of probable researchers. This relationship is further 
amplified by an analysis of interviews conducted with leading 
authorities in educational research, as described in Chapter 4 of 
this paper.
SUMMARY
Figure 1 illustrates the dilemma of thinkers and writers who 
deal with the problems of educational research. There definitely is 
an area of common agreement about the tool areas; but, in the possible
^Statement by T. Madison Byar, personal interview, January 20, 
1972. (Tape recorded.)
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need for and uses of those research tools there are vast differences
of opinion ranging all the way from that of Frank Baker who stated, "I
don't think that education has in fact a knowledge base of its own.
Our knowledge base comes from every field except education and all those
21roads and all those areas lead to the mathematics department," to the 
opinion of Ralph Purdy that "basic beliefs and values tend to control 
the research that is carried on." It is "the man, the problem, and the 
ultimate result,"22 aii of which implies what is illustrated by the 
white areas of Figure 1, which represent the problems of this study.
21julian Stanley (ed.), Improving Experimental Design and 
Statistical Analysis, citing Frank Baker in a discussion on Dr. 
Stanley's paper, "On Improving Certain Aspects of Educational 
Experimentation," at the Seventh Annual Phi Delta Kappa Symposium on 
Educational Research (Chicago: Rand McNally and Company, 1967), 
pp. 45-46.
22Statement by Ralph Purdy, personal interview, December 1, 
1971. (Tape recorded.)
Chapter 3
ANALYSIS OF INTERVIEWS AND ON-SITE VISITS
The following is an analysis of information obtained from indi­
viduals associated with the teaching of research and the development of 
research programs in four of the universities included in the study.
Table 1 indicates that the number of instructors teaching 
research courses was not significant where enrollments were small. The 
usual effort was to meet the minimum graduate requirements of the school. 
Tables 1 and 2 viewed together indicate that in Universities B and C the 
instructional task relative to educational research was probably a minor 
part of the instructor's total responsibility. Universities A and D 
provided opportunities for instructor specialization in educational 
research.
Table 1
Number of Instructors Who Regularly Teach 
Educational Research Courses
University Instructors
A 2
B 4
C 3
D 3
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Minimum post-baccalaureate requirements in educational research 
in the universities studied varied from nine to sixteen quarter hours, 
as indicated in Table 2. The only required element common to all four 
universities was some level of statistical knowledge. The use of the 
computer was indicated as a requirement in universities A and D only.
Table 2
Minimum Graduate Requirements in Educational Research
for Doctoral Program
Fields of Study
University Expressed in Quarter Hours
A 12 - 16 hrs. 
Statistics 
Research Design 
Measurement 
Computer Application
B 12 hr. Block 
Research Design 
Statistics
Methods (Action Research)
C 9 hrs.
Introduction to Statistics 
Methods of Research
D 9 - 1 5  hrs.
Statistics (Classical and 
Non-parametric)
Computer Programming 
Survey Research
METHODS OF SYLLABI CONSTRUCTION
According to the information in Table 2, course content in each 
case depended upon the instructor of the course. In University B, it 
was indicated that course syllabi were on file in the department for
the use of the instructor and for the information of other departmental 
personnel.
Table 3
Methods of Syllabi Construction
University Method
A Instructor-made (no mention of a 
department file)
B Instructor-made syllabi. Have a 
department file
C Instructor-made
D Instructor-made
TEXTS, REFERENCE BOOKS, AND STYLE MANUALS
The choice of textbooks used in the four, universities studied 
is presented in Table 4. Universities A and D emphasized textbooks on 
design while universities B and D introduced statistical concepts used 
by social scientists. The variety of texts used supported the indivi­
dual freedom of instructors indicated in Table 3.
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Table 4
Textbooks Used by Instructors (Doctoral Level)
University Author How Selected
C
D
Campbell &
Siegel
Englehardt
Stanley
No Specific Text
Masters Level:
Borge & Gall (Educational 
Research, An Introduction) 
Wyatt (Statistics for the 
Behavioral Scientist)
No Specific Text
Good (Introduction to 
Educational Research)
Heiman (Survey Design 
and Analysis)
Tanner (Design for 
Educational Planning) 
Guilford (How to Conduct 
A Survey)
SPSS (Stat Packs for Social 
Scientist)
Instructor
Instructor
Instructor
Instructor
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The chapters and subject areas emphasized from prescribed text­
books are indicated in Table 5.
Table 5
Textbooks (Chapters and Areas Emphasized)
University Areas
A Use plenty of books. Student 
chooses what he reads
B Design chapters, Likert Scales, 
instrument construction, problem 
identification, procedures, 
philosophical foundations
C Covered most chapters in text
D Likert scale, longitudinal study
Selected books used for reference by the instructor are pre­
sented in Table 6. Each of the universities studied indicated books by 
Carter V. Good were primary references. Table 5 indicates specific 
personal preferences of the instructors. Universities A and B used 
Good's methods and educational research books. Table 4 on textbooks 
and Table 5 on instructors reference books indicate that those using 
books with emphasis on statistics as a text were using books on methods, 
designs, and The Encyclopedia of Educational Research as reference 
books. Those instructors using books on research methods, research 
design and educational research as textbooks were using books on sta­
tistics as reference books.
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Table 6
Reference Books Used by Instructors
University Texts or Authors
A Encyclopedia of Educational Research 
Handbook of Research on Teaching 
Dictionary of Education - Good 
Research Methods Techniques - Good
B Research Methods and Design in 
Education 
Educational Research - Readings
C No Specific Reference Books
D Guilford 
Curlinger
Dixon and Massev - Introduction to
Statistical Analysis 
Henry Garrett - Statistics for 
Psychology and Education
Books by:
Siegel, Morgan, Bruce
Table 7 indicates that strict adherence to a style manual was a 
minor consideration. Manuals by Turabian and the American Psychological 
Association were used most often.
SEQUENCE OF COMPONENTS IN RESEARCH PROGRAMS
Tables 8 and 9 summarize the comments of interviewees regarding 
the sequence of components in a research program. Table 8 is a summary 
of instructors1 comments concerning the extent to which they felt their 
sequential order of course experiences was adequate. In Universities B 
and C instructors were dissatisfied with the arrangement of their
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Table 7 
Style Manuals Prescribed
University Manual
A No Specific Manual 
Use - Turabian, APA, and
University of Chicago
B Turabian
Second choice - APA
C No Specific Manual 
Campbell or APA
D None Recommended
APA and modified Turabian
Table 8
Reported Adequacy of Sequential Order 
in Research Preparation 
Programs
University Course Sequential Adequacy
A YeSj it is adequate
B Not doing a very good job. Too
much fragmentation
C No, not adequate. Research
program being reviewed by 
executive committee
D Yes, it is adequate (probably
most rigorous in U. S.)
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Table 9
Suggestions Related to Preferable Sequences 
of Components for Adequate 
Research Programs
Suggested Sequences of Components 
University for Adequate Research Programs
Introduction to Statistics 
Non-parametric Statistics 
Research Designs and Methods
Statistics
Research Methods (Basic theory 
then theory to practice)
Measurement and Evaluation 
Introduction to Statistics 
(2 sem.)
Research (Intro, to) 
Experimental Design
Introduction to Statistics 
Advanced Statistics 
Research Design 
Computer Applications
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research courses. In University C it was indicated that courses and 
experiences provided for students were currently under study and 
revision.
Research instructors in the schools studied suggested preferable 
sequences for teaching research courses. The results are displayed in 
Table 9.
TYPES OF INSTRUCTION AND INSTRUCTIONAL 
TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED
Table 10 indicates the types of instruction provided doctoral 
students in the universities studied. Only University D provided for 
planned simulation and interaction. Most university research classes 
were of the lecture type. No mention was made of field experiences 
except in Universities B and D.
Table 10
Percentage of Time Devoted to Types of Instruction 
University Lecture Demonstration Seminar
A No specific percent. If no discussion, it would be a
lecture, but there is discussion all the time
B 50 percent 50 percent 0
C No specific percent. All informal lectures
D 50 percent 25 percent 25 percent
(Simulation) (Interaction)
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All of the instructors interviewed emphasized that they used 
instructional media. Instructors in Universities B and D gave most 
emphasis to media. However, the medium most often mentioned was the 
overhead projector.
Table 11 
Use of Instructional Media
University Filmstrip Movies Transparencies
A None None recommended 
Use of all types 
of media
Yes
B None Yes, but none 
good enough to 
recommend
Yes
Instructor-
made
C None None Yes
Instructor-
made
D Yes None Yes
("homemade")
All of the universities studied had computer centers that were
made available to both faculty and students for the purpose of 
processing research data. According to Table 12, the computer in 
University C was available to students in advanced statistics only. In 
University A, one research instructor indicated that he, personally, did 
not make use of the computer.
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Table 12
Computer Centers Available to Faculty and Students 
for Processing Research Data
University
Computer Center 
Available
Instructors Use Computer 
For Their Own Research
A Yes Yes (with one No)
B Yes Yes
C Yes (Advanced 
Statistics 
Class Only)
Yes
D Yes Yes
In University A (Table 13), all students used computers to
analyze research data; especially at the dissertation level. In
University B, approximately half the advanced graduate students used
a computer. It was reported in University C that all students in
statistics classes used the computer, and in University D all students
in the research sequence used it.
Table 13
Percentage of Doctoral Students in Educational Research 
Who Use Computers to Process Data
University Percent
A 100 at Dissertation Level
B 50
C 100 of Stat Class „■
D 100 in research sequence
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The level of understanding of computer analysis of research 
data is indicated in Table 14. Only in University A did faculty 
members do their own computer programming. In all cases, students 
punched cards and submitted them to the computer center for analysis.
Table 14
Extent of Computer Programming by Faculty 
and Students (Research)
University
Extent of Use By Faculty 
(Research)
Extent of Use By 
Students
A 2 professors in research 
(programming and processing)
Students at disser­
tation level use com­
puter. (Punch data, 
submit to computer 
center)
B No formal programming. 
Assistance from computer 
center personnel
Have APL Terminal in 
research department.
No programming. Punch 
data cards, use "Batch" 
system
C Give data to computer 
analyst. No programming
Students do not do 
computer programming. 
Punch data cards, 
submit to computer 
center
D No programming. Use 
"canned" programs and 
SPSS Programs
Students do not do pro­
gramming. Punch cards, 
submit data to computer 
center
Table 15 indicates that regular instruction in the use of com­
puters was an integral part of research course experiences in 
Universities A and D. In Universities B and C, courses and/or seminars 
in computer use were available to faculty and students.
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Table 15
Provisions for Teaching Faculty and Students 
to Use Computers
University Method
A Regular 3-hour course
B Series of Seminars
C Courses are made available
D One course per quarter
In Table 16, instructors rated the level of cooperation between
the computer center and the Department of Education from "satisfactory"
in University A to 1"excellent" in University D. 
Table 16
Levels of Cooperation Between Departments 
of Education and Computer Centers
University Level of Cooperation
A Satisfactory
B Good
C Very Good
D Excellent
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REQUIRED STUDENT RESEARCH ASSIGNMENTS 
AND STUDENT EVALUATION
All universities in the study required dissertations of all 
doctoral candidates (Table 17). Other major student research assign­
ments are presented in this table. Universities A and D required 
survey and community assignments. More library work was stressed by 
Universities A and B.
Table 17
Required Student Research Assignments
University Type of Assignment Required to Use a Design
A Study of person, community, 
or institution
Yes
B Major proposal writing 
and library work
Yes
Custom tailored to 
problem, man and 
occasion
C No specific major 
assignment
D Prospectus and beyond. 
Define problems, deter­
mine type data needed, 
simulate data, research 
data
Survey Research Techniques
No particular design.
Use ANOVA
T-test
Co-variance
Table 18 indicates a certain consistency of evaluation tech­
niques in that such techniques were primarily subjective on the part of 
the instructor. Only University D made a fairly formalized attempt at
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objective evaluation, through a series of carefully defined and 
prescribed requirements and experiences.
Table 18 
Bases of Student Evaluation
University Method
A Production, achievement, and 
competence in area
B Doctoral - no exams - Active 
writing and participation
C Standard tests and instructor- 
prepared tests
D Final tests (teacher-made) 
13 requirements must be 
completed. Must work with 
computer
OFFICES OF INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH; THEIR 
RELATIONSHIP TO GRADUATE 
RESEARCH PROGRAMS
Universities A and D had well-developed, functioning offices of 
institutional research (OIR). University B had previously had such an 
office, but had discontinued it in favor of a faculty research committee. 
The office of institutional research in University C was too recently 
started to be evaluated as a factor in this study.
According to the data in Table 20, there seemed to be little or 
no functioning relationship between offices of institutional research 
and research programs for advanced graduate students. In University D, 
OIR personnel served as resource persons in the graduate educational 
research program.
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Table 19
Universities Having Offices of 
Institutional Research
University Have OIR
A Yes
B Discontinued. Faculty Research
Committee and Graduate Dean now
perform this function
C Yes, just started
D Yes, have two -- one for system
level and one for university
Table 20
Relationships Between Faculty and Students 
and Offices of Institutional Research
University Relationship - Past Relationship - Present
B
C
D
Little contact or inter­
action
Do not have OIR
Just started
Little contact.
OIR personnel sometimes 
lecture or conduct 
seminars for students
One student working 
with OIR on survey of 
graduate grading 
system
No OIR at this time 
Just started 
Provide seminars
Only in University D (Table 21) was there any working inter­
action between the educational research program and the OIR. One 
advanced graduate student was serving an internship in the OIR.
Table 21
Relationships of Instructors, Students,
and Offices of Institutional Research
University
Education 
Instructors 
Work in OIR
OIR Personnel 
Instruct in 
Educ. Research 
Courses
Students 
Work in 
OIR
Students 
Are Paid 
for Work 
in OIR
A No No No Not
Applicable
B No Not now. They 
have in past
No Not
Applicable
C No No No Not
Applicable
D No No Yes
(Grad. Intern)
Yes
THE RESEARCH CLIMATES IN 
FOUR UNIVERSITIES
Table 22 shows that all universities in the study encouraged
research and attempted to support it within the limits set by budget 
and available personnel.
Table 23 indicates that instructors in Universities A and D 
engaged in extensive off-campus consulting and field work of a research 
nature. In Universities B and C, this type of on-going professional 
involvement of instructional staff appeared to be severely limited.
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Table 22
Attitudes of University Communities Toward Research
University Attitude To Research
A Encourages research
B Supports and encourages research
(budget slim)
C Research encouraged. At present.
research program being reviewed
by executive committee. New
personnel being sought for Office
of Institutional Research
D Professional community very
interested in research
Table 23
Instructors Engaged in Off-Campus Consulting
or Field Work of a Research Nature
Off-Campus Consulting and Field
University Research
A Yes
B Yes, for local school system
C Occasionally. Evaluation of
programs
D Yes - Private Corporations
Government Programs 
Surveys and Schools 
With University
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Universities A and B (Table 24) required competence in or 
production of research for promotion of faculty members teaching 
research courses. In University D, field research and writing were 
required for promotion.
Table 24
Bases for Tenure and Promotion 
of Research Faculty
University Bases
A Expertise in teaching and 
research ability (some opinion 
that producing research aided 
in promotion)
B Excellence in teaching, 
excellence in research
C No specific requirements
D Teaching, field work, writing, 
and other factors
SUMMARY
The preceding portions of this chapter reported what was being 
done to develop the research competencies of educational practitioners 
and researchers in the universities studied. Most programs were for 
training school administrators. The research programs compared in this 
study were established in the form of courses of study leading to 
graduate degrees. Traditionally, graduate programs developed for 
advanced training in the sciences and humanities used this approach.
The tradition included a primary emphasis upon training research
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workers, and this emphasis was reflected nominally in the program for 
school administrators.
The diversity of the methods, materials, and personnel 
associated with different programs indicated a tendency for academic 
respectability to be conceded to new programs in proportion to their 
conformity to traditional academic practices.
It has been suggested elsewhere in this paper that there was a 
need to develop a program which would have flexibility sufficient to 
provide for a custom-made program for the researcher. The apex of 
support for such a program depended upon whether the nature of the 
researcher was basic (concerned with the discovery of new knowledge) 
or whether the research was applied research for the practitioner who 
used knowledge resulting from the basic research of others.
Campbell and others suggest three basic roles: the social
scientist, the developer, and the practitioner. Since administration 
is an applied rather than a basic discipline, the social scientist 
performs for it a role analogous to that of the physical scientist to 
the engineer; he generates knowledge. The developer, generally in the 
position of professor of administration, is sufficiently familiar with 
the various social sciences that he may select useful knowledge from a 
variety of sources and transmit it to the practicing administrator.1
^John H. M. Andrews, "Differentiated Research Training for 
Students of Administration.11 Educational Research: New Perspectives, 
ads. Jack A. Culbertson and Stephen P. Hencley (Danville, Illinois: 
The Interstate Printers and Publishers, 1963), pp. 355-65.
Chapter 4
PROPOSED PROGRAMS FOR THE EDUCATIONAL PRACTITIONER 
AND THE EDUCATIONAL RESEARCHER
This chapter is devoted to an analysis of the views of exper­
ienced researchers concerning aspects of what might be considered a 
desirable or "ideal" research preparation program. These data and 
opinions were secured by direct recorded interviews and recorded 
telephone conversations with the professional research personnel or 
are quoted or paraphrased from their writings.
IDEAS RELEVANT TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF PREPARATION 
PROGRAMS IN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
In an address delivered to a meeting of the Southern Regional 
Council on Educational Administration, Max G. Abbott said:
I conceive of the role of professor of educational
administration as that of providing a link between the
scientist and the practitioner, between those who discover 
and create knowledge and those who apply that knowledge to 
enhance practice. Thus, the role of the professor is 
extremely complex; so complex that it is doubtful that any 
one individual can perform adequately all of the functions 
that must be performed. In' this connection, I want to make 
it clear that although what I have to say regarding research 
preparation may apply with more force to the professor who 
is research oriented than to the one who is practice 
oriented, I intend it to apply to all. Any differences that 
occur will relate more to depth of specific research pre­
paration required than to the type of such preparation.^
1-Max G. Abbott, "Research Preparation of the Professor of 
Educational Administration" (Atlanta: Speech delivered to the 
Southern Regional Council on Educational Administration, November, 
1966), p. 2. (Mimeographed.)
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Abbott further amplified his concept of the depth of specific 
research preparation in these terms:
Adequate research design involves considerably more than 
an understanding of methods of statistical analysis or of 
historical documentation. Obviously, the researcher must 
acquire an understanding of theoretical formulations and 
conceptual schemes that enable him to organize his knowledge 
and to identify unexplored areas. In brief, he needs to be 
able to determine which questions are worth investigating.
Having determined which questions are worth investi­
gating, however, the researcher must be able to frame his 
questions in language that will lead to significant 
results. He must recognize that while language provides 
the avenue to the solution of scientific problems, language 
also serves as an obstacle to problem solution. Stereo­
typed language leads to stereotyped questions which give, 
rise to stereotyped answers.
It would be a mistake to assume that we are dealing 
here merely with a problem of semantics. It is true that 
students need to develop an understanding of the relation 
of language to events. They need to recognize that when we 
achieve a breakthrough in language, when new and viable 
concepts are developed, we are enabled to achieve a break­
through in research. For example, we have reached a virtual 
impasse in our research on morale. If we are to move ahead 
in this general area, we will probably need to develop one 
or more precise concepts that will replace the concept of 
morale, which is now quite vague and encompassing.2
In 1967 at a conference on Educational Research, under the 
sponsorship of Phi Delta Kappa, Frank Baker said:
I don't think that education has in fact a knowledge 
base of its own. Our knowledge base comes from every field 
except education and all those roads and all those areas 
lead to the mathematics department.3
^Ibid., pp. 2-3.
3Julian Stanley (ed.), Improving Experimental Design and 
Statistical Analysis, citing Frank Baker in a discussion on Dr. 
Stanley's paper, "On Improving Certain Aspects of Educational 
Experimentation," at the Seventh Annual Phi Delta Kappa Symposium on 
Educational Research (Chicago: Rand McNally and Company, 1967) , 
pp. 45-56.
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In an interview with Madison Byar, the investigator asked, 
"What questions in education are worth investigating?" Byar replied:
. . . what is worth investigating is a reflection of 
the investigator's philosophy. What one will, or can or 
'should* investigate will be a reflection of his work 
style; a function of beliefs. No one needs any research 
preparation until he has a problem; which, incidentally, 
will always be evidence of his faith, and, to some degree, 
of his most probably effective work style.^
Byar discussed methodology in these terms:
Therein the problem is the question of how to solve 
it? That is the only time one needs methodology. How can 
I solve it? One needs familiarity with a lot of techniques, 
but doesn't need any of them until he has a problem. The.
'how' of the problem necessitates the entry of research 
method. One has to know how to design a solution and 
analyze the problem--methodology comes out of the analysis.3
George E. P. Box, a recognized authority on statistics, pre­
sented a paper on data analysis to the Phi Delta Kappa Symposium on 
Educational Research. He said:
One of the interesting things about the selection of 
a design is that the experimenter decides which variables, 
what range, how many levels, etcetera. Clearly the results 
of an experiment depend far more on these things than on 
anything else, even the data. When we design experiments, 
we interject our prior beliefs into the design; therefore, 
it's a very personal thing.6
^Statement by T. Madison Byar, personal interview, November 30,
1971. (Tape recorded.)
-*Ibid.
£
Julian Stanley (ed„), Improving Experimental Design and 
Statistical Analysis, citing George E. P. Box in a discussion on his 
paper, "Bayesian Approaches to Some Bothersome Problems in Data 
Analysis," at the Seventh Annual Phi Delta Kappa Symposium on 
Educational Research (Chicago: Rand McNally and Company, 1967), 
pp. 85-86.
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Desmond Cook took the position that doctoral students can not 
all be trained to be educational researchers:
I am not sure that you can train a person to be an 
educational researcher. It is possible to train a student 
to teach educational methodology, and anyone who goes 
through a doctoral program is a researcher. Anyone who 
wants to find the answer to a problem does research.
Research deals with the question of how a person makes a 
judgment. The experiences a doctoral student should have 
are that he should do research, present it to his colleagues 
to be criticized, and be open to public inspection. School 
administrators need to understand PERT (Program Evaluation 
Review Technique). It is a tool, used to help manage 
research and development problems. As to statistics in 
preparation programs, the need for it depends upon what the 
student wants to do; and, he may not know. If his interest 
is in the quantitative approach, the more statistics he has 
had the better off he will be.
Today some schools are administered, some are managed. 
Management is more sophisticated, if studied statistically, 
relative to cost benefits; a kind of accountability.
Administration is more of a maintenance operation; the 
administering of a program someone else established.
A student who would use PERT will need a knowledge of 
measurement but not necessarily of research design.7
When asked if graduate students of education should have knowl­
edge of and use computers, Cook said, "Yes, he should run through the 
whole business of the program."8
When asked about the reporting of articles in research 
journals, Cook replied that, "the articles reported in the Journal of
Q
Educational Research constitute a kind of sterile approach."
Arthur DeRosier discussed research preparation programs and 
historical research. He said:
^Statement by Desmond Cook, telephone interview, January 27,
1972. (Tape recorded.)
8Ibid.
9Ibid.
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Historical research, to me, is the most exciting type of 
research. One gathers data about events that happened years 
ago, and from this small amount of data projects What 
actually happened. One cannot escape the age in which he 
lives, the ideals he has, and the contemporary scene. When 
one gathers data it may all be correct, but it tends toward 
his side of the particular issue.
One difficult task of the student of historical research 
is synthesizing. One can synthesize something only when he 
knows more than what he is trying to synthesize. One should 
write out of a knowledge of the material.
I don't think a doctoral student can perform historical 
research without bringing the competencies (to do research) 
with him. To be a good researcher one must do it (research) 
and do it again and again.
Flexibility is needed at all levels of education. The 
regular class schedule is geared to passing on the heritage.
It is not geared to student participation. The doctoral 
student planning to become a school administrator should be 
exposed to a number of courses in research. Whether 
historical research or educational research, the same kind 
of informality and group interplay must figure into the 
training program.10
Robert M. Gagne discussed one of the most difficult problems 
facing the educational researcher--"that is, of accomplishing the 
goal of getting people to know how to. define problems."'*''*'
Gagne/further asked the question: "How does one provide the
understanding of experimental design and statistics and so on that is
12needed to make people avoid doing incorrect kinds of things?"
■^Statement by Arthur DeRosier, Jr., personal interview, 
February 23, 1972. (Tape recorded.)
HJulian Stanley (ed.), Improving Experimental Design and 
Statistical Analysis, citing Robert M. Gagne'in a discussion on Dr. 
Stanley's paper, "On Improving Certain Aspects of Educational 
Experimentation," at the Seventh Annual Phi Delta Kappa Symposium on 
Educational Research (Chicago: Rand McNally and Company, 1967), p. 57.
12Ibld., p. 47.
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Alfred Garvin discussed doctoral level preparation programs in 
educational research and said, "It would take three years of hard study 
to learn the tools of research. It would take all one’s life to learn 
to be useful."13
Carter V. Good, a nationally known authority on educational 
research, said:
Good research reveals the humanism in people. The 
order of courses is difficult to determine; though, make 
certain in a three-year doctoral program, to include 
Introduction to Research Methods, plus specialization.14-
Good included in his remarks that the student of educational 
research should have knowledge of the chief research approaches: 
introduction to major tools and methods of problem solving; knowledge 
of historical methods; introduction to survey techniques (picture of 
present methods); introduction to computer techniques (ways of 
analyzing data). Researchers have learned a great deal from other 
disciplines concerned with surveys (anthropology and sociology).^
Good further stated:
The student of educational research should study 
statistical techniques, basic techniques, and introduction 
to logic, theory, and inquiry. Analysis of data should 
precede experimental design. An introduction to historical 
methods and a background of educational history is important.
I have been interested in bibliographical work, historical 
summarizing and synthesizing research studies over a number 
of years— the historical a p p r o a c h . 16
13statement by Alfred Garvin, personal interview, November 30,
1971. (Tape recorded.)
14-Statement by Carter V. Good, personal interview,
November 30, 1971. (Tape recorded.)
15Ibid.
l6Ibid.
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Egon Guba discussed writing of proposals and said:
Almost all studies have two potential audiences-- 
practitioners and professional peers. What will the 
research mean to other psychologists and what will it 
mean to school teachers in the classroom?^
John Hoyle said:
There should be a sequence of educational research 
courses for preparation of students. We should develop a 
little pride in education; have as much strength as other 
social scientists. The sequential order should be put in 
a block form: design, statistics, and research all
together. The student should develop a design. There 
should be a sequence. We are not doing a very good job 
of sequencing. There is too much fragmentation. Where 
are you? If you don’t know, any road will take you.18
John Lovell suggested experiences for training educational
researchers should include statistics and research design. He
19(doctoral student) should be a producer of research.
Ralph Purdy discussed methodology and research training in 
these terms, "I am not interested in methodology until I have a 
problem. There is the problem--how to solve it--this is the only time 
you need methodology,"2®
Purdy extended his philosophy and opinions on educational 
research in these terms:
■*-^ Egon G. Guba, "The Writing of Proposals." (Mimeographed.)
•^Statement by John Hoyle, personal interview, December 1,
1971. (Tape recorded.)
■^Statement by John Lovell, personal interview, January 13,
1972. (Tape recorded.)
2®Statement by Ralph Purdy, personal interview, December 1,
1971. (Tape recorded.)
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For what kind of problem faces the administrator for 
which he needs data--this gives direction to the design.
There is the man, the problem, and the ultimate result.
Design has to be 'custom-tailored' to the man, the problem 
and the occasion. I am not ready to begin the design of 
my house until I know the lot on which it will be placed.
The design is supposed to produce data and is developed to 
achieve objectivity of the data of the problem. I have 
never been able to design except in relation to the problem.
The type of course offering should contain action 
research and teach one to be an interpreter and user of 
research findings, problem identification, design research 
techniques, procedures and philosophical framework. The 
prospective researcher should have a good overall under­
standing of research. There is a difference in involvement 
in proposal writing and individual study--show and tell, 
wit and 'git'.
Courses should be aimed toward basic beliefs and values 
on the pattern of personal lives. They should clarify that 
which is defensible and look at tools, by which the 
researcher implements. The basic courses are theory, 
philosophy of education, and theory and practice (seminar).
The program in educational research is suited to the type 
of research he is doing, not pure research as such--action
research.21
Julian Stanley discussed nurturing educational researchers, 
and said:
It seems to me that after we have produced a well- 
prepared research-oriented doctoral recipient we should 
nurture him carefully for ten or fifteen years to be sure 
he has every incentive to do excellent, continuing research.
I have been trying for years to emphasize the necessity of 
doing experiments in education where the types of answers we 
are trying to get require experiments, or at least lend 
themselves very well to the experimental approach. I think 
we have frozen the educational researcher into a psychometric 
camp. Perhaps by 1975, 75 percent of all educational research
studies will be experiments.22
Stanley discussed a sequence of courses in these terms:
We don't set up sequences or programs of course as such 
for training researchers. Such courses as mathematical
21lbid. 22stanley, op. cit., pp. 22-23, 30.
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statistics, matrix theory, and probability theory are 
recommended. One of the greatest things in promoting 
this particular type of program at Wisconsin has, I 
believe, been the extreme flexibility of course choice.
C. Kenneth Tanner said:
The prospective educational researcher needs twenty-five 
to thirty semester hours of training to sell himself as a 
researcher. The sequence of courses should include Intro­
duction to Statistics, Advanced Statistics, and Research
Design.24
Tanner placed emphasis on developmental research--developing 
models. He said doctoral students should be working in doctoral 
research internships with professors.
A doctoral student, who wished to remain anonymous, discussed 
research preparation and said:
I have a fear of research design. It would help when 
it is more meaningful and relevant. I have had as much 
statistics as I would like to have (two courses) at this 
time--it is too threatening; a non-personal type lecture
course. 5^
The student commented on the use of the computer, and said, 
"If for no other reason than getting maximum efficiency, hands-on use 
of the computer would be helpful. "2^
THE PROGRAM: AUTHORITY TO ORGANIZE, PLAN,
PROGRAM, AND OPERATE (OPPO)
"In any effective form research is power, just as clear 
thinking about real problems has always been a source of human
2%bid., p. 59.
24statement by C. Kenneth Tanner, personal interview, 
January 13, 1972. (Tape recorded.)
^Statement by a doctoral student, personal interview, 
December 1, 1971. (Tape recorded.)
26Ibid.
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i n f l u e n c e . A  training program for a doctoral student should include 
the significance of research in the administrative power structure; that 
is, the authority to permit the researcher to perform research or . 
initiate projects. Therefore, realistic concepts as in the Theory of 
Tripartite Power should be included in a student's custom-made program. 
The line of authority to organize, plan, program, and operate (OPPO) 
should be studied, not in isolation, but rather in actual practice.
A peripheral analysis made by individual research professors 
at the institutions in this study confirmed a strict adherence to 
vertical lines of authority and echelons of power and control.
How, then, would one design a preparation program to encompass 
exposure to the different methods, experiences, personalities, 
emphases, and individualities discussed "in-person" by the researchers 
and administrators included in this study?
The following design was woven from little pieces contributed 
by each of the research authorities interviewed or quoted. The 
design was based on the premise that each person has an individual way 
or style of performing work or "doing the job." Work-style is then 
framed in a total structure of research preparation from organization 
to planning, programming, and operation (OPPO).
It was a major assumption of this study "that extant university 
research programs for the preparation of school administrators and 
educational research personnel reflect the philosophy, beliefs, and 
work-styles of those who plan and operate them." That is, the way 
research and research training is Organized, Planned, Programmed, and
27wilson, Byar, and others, op. cit., p. 338.
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Operated can be expressed by the acronym OPPO, which will here be used 
to represent systems of research and research preparation. Each type of 
program will yield to OPPO analysis and the activity resultant from an 
OPPO will necessitate an identifiable work-style. It is, therefore, 
imperative that a researcher's preferable work-style be determined 
before he undertakes advanced research preparation or field work of a 
research nature.
Work-style was defined as being founded in an individual's 
beliefs, "by those operational factors in his thinking that determine 
both what types of things he is most likely to do and the way or ways 
he is most likely to go about doing them."2® People who successfully 
carry out research planning, design, and operations have "a bent"; they 
lean toward faith in the results of mathematical calculations and 
measurement, toward the philosophical ideas that prompt cultural 
developments, toward surveys of status quo to explain and/or rationalize 
the need for change or no change, toward experimental approaches as 
problem-solving devices, or toward the analyses of trends or opinions 
of apparent results. In any case, few if any individuals possess the 
broad variety of interests or expertise to reach top competence in very 
many of those areas of interest or the work-styles they require. One 
element, then, that is foremost in the determination of any individual's 
research preparation needs is an analysis of the way he works and of 
what, if it is possible to know, makes him work best in that way. If 
and when students and their advisors squarely face these questions it
^statement by T. Madison Byar, personal interview, January 20,
1972. (Tape recorded.)
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will become apparent what sorts of problems may seem researchable to 
the student, and those problems will determine what research techniques 
he will see as promising or that he will need to know.
CUSTOM-MADE RESEARCH PROGRAMS
Both an individual student's goals and the nature of his 
operational beliefs should be considered in planning his research 
preparation program. Perhaps such considerations can be undertaken 
only by the "planner type," the generalist who must consider all types 
of questions, possible research techniques, the results of the uses of 
various techniques and the reasons, both personal and scientific, for 
using them. Other individuals generally need other types or perhaps 
a more limited type of preparation, suited to their most likely work- 
style.
A preparation program should be reality oriented. That is, the 
student should be "on-the-job," "in-actual-practice," "doing research." 
A good program should contain provisions for "flexible studying," for 
organizing, planning, programming, and operating research related 
activities.
The program herein proposed would allow each doctoral student 
actually to work in a school system, or research framework, to expose 
himself to a variety of experiences (someone or some group) to learn 
the techniques and possibilities of research.
An internship with one working in research is probably the best, 
medium through which to develop a student's work-style. His experience 
may be either positive or negative. That is, he may "fit in" or "fall 
out" because of the beliefs he took to the job--or he may actually
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change beliefs on the basis of new experiences. However, there is no 
better way to find out than to "farm him out."
An OPPO system of research training would be as follows:
1. Each doctoral student would be required to demonstrate 
recognized competency in research techniques.
2. A research competency once recognized would be developed 
in a real-life situation.
3. The amount of credit to be granted and the length of the 
research preparation should be determined by the student and his major 
advisor. All student's research preparation should include an 
Introduction to Research Methodss Statistics, and work in the Writing 
and Interpreting of Research Reports. After nine quarter hours of 
credit in these areas the rest should be a variable custom-made program 
for those seeking or needing advanced preparation.
4. In any case, each doctoral student should be administered a 
"Student Work-Style Orientation Index" (to be developed) to use with 
other measures in determining work-style by discovering preferences for 
doing things and also checking other opinions on a scale (Likert type) 
to see whether the student's preferences showed up in his performance.
5. The Student Work-Style Orientation Index would be. available 
to the major advisor or coordinator of the OPPO Research Program at the 
University.
6. Individual public or private school systems (elementary, 
secondary, and collegiate) may request doctoral students in the OPPO 
training program to perform as researchers for their systems or insti­
tutions. The chief administrators of the systems should describe the 
areas or types of research they wanted performed.
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The doctoral student researcher would be available at no fee to 
school systems to perform research functions. The contribution from 
the individual school systems should be actual employment status as 
researchers. Monetary compensation would be replaced "in-kind" by 
making available to the "newly-employed" faculty member or adminis­
trative rank researcher, the facilities, machinery, and above all, 
individual administrators or teachers and other personnel with whom 
the researcher would work. The doctoral researcher obtained through 
the university would not be considered as a student and given only 
"token" time by individual administrators or teachers with whom he 
worked. Rather the doctoral researcher would receive the same treatment 
given to other personnel in similar roles or responsibilities. There­
fore, administrative and teacher "released time" to work and help the 
researcher would be considered as compensation to the doctoral 
researcher in the form of experiences that he would never be able to 
buy.
7. The request by an individual public school superintendent 
for a particular type of research worker would immediately be answered 
by referring to the Work-Style Research Orientation Index and other 
measures from the doctoral student files.
Prior to this, a list of available doctoral researchers and 
the types of work they could and would prefer to do would be provided 
the school systems in the OPPO program.
If, for example, the school superintendent wanted to conduct 
research on his reading program he would select from the list the 
available doctoral students whose work-style reflected a preference 
for and training in the area of reading.
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8. It is to be understood that the doctoral student would have 
completed a minimum of nine quarter hours of research preparation before 
being included in the list for actual employment as an intern researcher. 
In many situations the nine hours might have been completed at the 
Masters' degree level. The choice of nine quarter hours is to satisfy 
accreditation standards, which are expressed in quarter hours of credit.
9. The completion of courses in research methods, statistics, 
and writing and interpreting research would be on an individual basis 
developed by the student and his major advisor on the initial 
description of his custom-made program.
10. Different amounts of credit would be allowed, depending 
upon the depth of research preparation desired, and might include;
(1) knowledge of and ability to handle statistical procedures as a 
prerequisite; (2) introduction to techniques of research; (3) evaluating, 
interpreting, writing, reporting research findings; and (4) advanced 
research and/or specialization, including special research designs, 
advanced statistics, comprehensive field surveys, and computer appli­
cations .
As a result of the findings from the literature and the inter­
views, it was determined that the doctoral student majoring in school 
administration needed some expertise in methods of research, in writing 
and interpreting research, and in advanced research. A syllabus was 
developed to include courses and experiences to assist advanced 
graduate students to develop the expertise needed by the practitioner 
of educational research. A brief outline is presented in this chapter, 
including a course description, behavioral objectives, and a syllabus 
design. Volume II, Chapters 1, 2, and 3 give more detail concerning
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the courses. The program is outlined in a block of courses and 
experiences linked to a real research problem likely to confront the 
practitioner.
The program is designed to be conducted by three distinct but 
related groups: (1) the Peer Group, (2) the Reference Group, and (3)
the Resource Group. Each group would be composed of four members.
The Peer Group would consist of advanced graduate students who would 
serve as counselors and advisors to their peers. The Reference Group 
would consist of professors, school administrators, and advanced 
graduate students. The reference librarian would be invited or 
recruited as a key member of this group. The problem, the man, and 
the occasion would be used to determine the selection of Reference 
Group members. The Resource Group would be made up of professors.
The group would have members with expertise in research design, sta­
tistics, psychology and sociology, and computer programming and 
operation. This group would be available throughout the program to 
help students with their problems.
The block course would be conducted by the Peer Group, the 
Reference Group, and the Resource Group to provide immediate help to 
advanced graduate students having practical problems resultant from 
real research experiences. Flexibility of program would be provided 
to allow for individual differences and personalized learning. A team 
approach involving an educational research professor and the other 
groups would be used.
A course syllabus describing research experiences would be 
offered advanced graduate students. A proposed syllabus follows.
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RESEARCH METHODS
Textbook
A textbook would be chosen by the professor. A bibliography 
in the course syllabus would serve to locate reference material.
Course Description
This course deals with the application of the knowledge and 
methods of educational research to problems which may serve as thesis 
and dissertation topics in a graduate student's program. While it is 
recognized that students are not experts in research methodology, it 
is expected that students will develop sufficient understanding of the 
criteria used to evaluate research to be able to critically analyze 
research which has been completed, to appraise the potential of 
proposed research topics, and to develop defensible research pro­
posals of their own.
Topics Covered
A. Internal and External Validity
B. Research Terminology
C. Research Designs
Pre-Experimental Designs:
1. A One-Shot Case Study
2. A One-Group Pretest-Posttest Design
3. A Static-Group Comparison 
True Experimental Designs:
4. A Pretest-Posttest Control Group Design
5. A Solomon Four-Group Design
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6. A Posttest-Only Control Group Design 
Quasi-Experimental Designs:
7. A Time-Series Experiment
8. An Equivalent Time-Samples Design
9. An Equivalent Materials Design
10. A Nonequivalent Control Group Design
11. Counterbalanced Designs
12. A Separate-Sample Pretest-Posttest Design
13. A Separate-Sample Pretest-Pcsfctest Control 
Group Design
14. A Multiple Time-Series Design
15. A Recurrent Institutional Cycle Design:
A "Patched-Up" Design
16. Regression-Discontinuity Analysis
17. Questionnaire
18. Interview
19. Survey
20. A Q-Sort
D. Bibliography of Research References (Volume II)
Behavioral Objectives
1. Given a report of completed research., the student will be 
able to analyze and appraise the research using pre-established 
criteria as standards.
2. Given proposals for research, the student will be able
to critically analyze the potential as well as the limitations of the 
design and will be able to offer suggestions for improving the design 
if warranted.
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3. Given a list of terms concerning research design, the 
student will be able to define the terms orally or in a written 
narrative form. Seventy-five percent of terms correctly defined will 
be judged as a success.
4. Given a list of designs, the student will be able to match 
the design to the statistical technique appropriate to it.
5. Given a bibliography of readings concerning design, the 
student will do supplementary reading in the library.
Evaluation
Evaluation will be based on the behavioral objectives and will 
include the following:
1. Each student will present oral reports and have interactive 
discussion on all of the different designs (in capsule form).
2. A test will be administered (if necessary) consisting of 
questions about the designs.
3. A debate will be conducted where students discuss the
designs.
Materials
1. "Handouts" of each research design for each student
2. Copies of terms and reference materials for each student
3. Transparencies, filmstrips, and other instructional aids 
(if desired)
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STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES
Textbook
A textbook would be chosen by the professor. The bibliography 
(Volume II) would serve to locate reference material.
Course Description
This course is designed to familiarize students of educational 
research with the literature pertaining to statistics., and with the. 
statistical techniques which match research design and data.
Topics Covered
1. Analysis of Variance
2. Analysis of Covariance
3. Factorial Analysis of Variance
4. "t" Test
5. Mixed Designs
6. Chi-Square (X^ )
7. Reliability
8. Orthogonal Comparisons
9. Tchebychef's Formula
10. Alpha-four
11. F-Ratio
12. Pearson-Product Moment
13. Regression Analysis
14. Introduction to Bayesian Statistics
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Behavioral Objectives for Statistical 
Techniques
1. Given handout sheets on statistics and a bibliography con­
taining references on statistical techniques, the student will be able 
to discuss the techniques orally or written in narrative form. The 
discussion will be evaluated on a seven-point Likert scale. The student 
should average four or better on the Likert scale.
2. Given problems dealing with statistical techniques, the 
student will be able to work them for assignment. The evaluation will 
be based on 100 percent; a score of 70 percent will be acceptable for 
minimal success.
3. Given a list of terms describing statistical techniques,
the student will be able to develop acceptable definitions of the terms.
This list will be checked by the instructor as an assignment exercise. 
Those definitions which need improvement will be checked and the list 
will be returned to the student for improved definitions.
4. Given a list of terms to define, the student will be able
to define the terms at least 75 percent of the time.
5. Given a list of statistical techniques to match with
research designs, the student will be able to match at least 75 percent 
of the pairs.
6. Given the same matching exercise as in 5 above, the 
student will be able to discuss in narrative form the reason for 
choosing the research design and matching research technique. Seventy- 
five percent accuracy will be required.
Evaluation
Evaluation will be based on the behavioral objectives and will 
include the following:
1. Each student will work problems on each of the topics,
2. Oral reports and interaction will be required to demonstrate
understanding of each problem and statistical technique.
3. Each student will demonstrate competence in solving each
problem and in discussion of each topic.
Materials
1. "Hand-out" of statistics problems
2. Copies of list of terms
3. Transparencies and other instructional media as required
COMPUTER APPLICATION
Textbook
A textbook would be chosen by the professor. STAT PACS for 
Social Scientists and Introduction to FORTRAN would also be required.
The 1130 Computer Monitor Manual would be required as reference 
material. The bibliography (Volume II) would serve to locate reference 
material.
Course Description
Computer Application is a course designed to give the student an 
opportunity to understand computer usage and programming. Correlatives 
of this course are an understanding of the Key-Punch Machine, the 
arrangement of data on the key-punch card, and a complete functional 
understanding of the research designs and methods used for data analysis.
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Topics Covered
1. Preparation of Data
2. The Control Cards
3. Correlation Analysis
4. Variance Analysis
5. Non-Parametric Statistics
6. Regression Analysis
7. Computer Operation
8. Error Analysis ("de-bugging")
Behavioral Objectives for Computer 
Application
1. Given handout sheets concerning computer application to 
statistical procedures, the student will be able to key-punch the pro­
gram for the subroutines and the data cards required. Success will be. 
measured by the correct answer on the computer print-out.
2. Given correct program and data cards, the student will be 
able to put the computer cards in the 1130 computer and receive a 
print-out. of the correct answer.
3. Given handout sheets concerning research design and 
computer application to statistical procedures, the student will be 
able to match the statistical procedure to the research design. A 
score of 75 percent or above will be evaluated as success.
4. Given a list of terms on computers, the student will be 
able to discuss them orally. Those definitions not acceptable will be 
revised by the student.
5. Given a matching exercise involving computerized statistical 
techniques and research designs, the student will be able to discuss
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orally, or write in narrative form, the reasons for his choices. A 
score of 75 percent or above will be judged satisfactory.
6. Given a research case study, the student will be able to
decide on a research model, write a computer program in FORTRAN language
to analyze the data, key-punch the program cards, the control cards, the 
data cards, and complete a successful print-out of the findings. A 
final report consisting of analysis of findings of the research study 
completes this assignment.
Evaluation
Evaluation will be based on the behavioral objectives. Each 
student is required to have "hands on" operation of the computer.
Materials
1. The handout Computer Application Manual and ^ Instruction 
(CAMI)
2. Time on the 1130 Computer
3. Cards and FORTRAN coding sheets
4. Key-punch, Disc Packs, Sorter
5. Library of Subroutines
6. Control cards
7. Reference materials
WRITING AND INTERPRETING RESEARCH
Textbook
A textbook would be chosen by the professor. A bibliography 
(Volume II) would serve to locate reference material.
Course Description
This course was developed for the purpose of giving students an 
opportunity to develop a defensible prospectus for a research topic.
The course is designed to review, analyzes and interpret the most 
applicable research findings in several major areas of. interest to 
educational administrators. It is not aimed at a single research 
topic in depth, but at presentation in breadth and interpretation of 
research findings relating to the role of the educational adminis­
trator.
Course Outline
A. Overview of educational research
B. Discussion of Research Analysis Rating Scale
C. Discussion of the writing of a proposal
D. Schedule of students' analyses of written documents for 
their research value
E. Schedule of student's oral presentation of his prospectus 
and his defense of it before his peers and professors
Topics Covered
Research studies dealing with an appropriate selection from:
1. Community support for education; election involving 
school issues
2. Decisive factors in potential strike situations
3. Evaluation of school-community relations
4. Approaches to school-community relations
5. Public opinions of the schools, colleges3 and universities
6. Trends in teachers' strike activity
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7. Teacher turnover; why teachers and professors leave their 
jobs
8. Public expectations of boards of education
9. Teacher interview and selection techniques
10. Decision-making and budgets
11. Decision-making and systems analysis
12. Power structure relation to school boards
13. Decision-making by groups and individuals
14. Communicating with the public
15. Educational planning
16. Accountability
Objectives
1. Identify a problem which can be developed as a dissertation 
topic.
2. Define the problem in such a way that is adequately 
researchable.
3. Become familiar enough with analytic procedures to 
continue development of the problem (Logic and statistics).
4. Become familiar with aspects of measurement which are 
appropriate to the problem.
5. Study proposal writing styles and forms with the intent of 
adopting aspects of them for the proposal.
6. Become aware of university resources available for help 
(Library--ERIC, Education Index, Dissertation Abstracts).
7. Learn the departmental requirements for the submission of 
the dissertation proposal.
8. Complete a dissertation proposal.
Activities
1. Pre-testing over basic knowledge of statistics, measurement, 
design and administrative research
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2. Learning research methodology, design, and implementation 
through lectures and readings
3. Writing and reporting various stages of the proposal
4. Discussing strengths and weaknesses of proposal problems
5. Literature searches to demonstrate familiarity with the 
library
6. Conferences with resource group
7. Reporting to group the progress made with the committee 
toward acceptance of the proposal
8. Discussion of implementation tactics of research findings
9. Student presentation and discussion of selected topics
10. Definition of other needed research in educational 
administration
11. Writing research findings in laymen's terms
12. Each student will be required to submit five (5) research 
reports. That is, each written research report will be 
reproduced and distributed for discussion.
Steps Needed for the Interpretation 
of Research
1. Select a topic that involves an educational problem.
2. Obtain the research from the suggested references below
and other references (Volume II).
3. Write the report according to the suggested format.
References
1. Journals
2. Dissertation Abstracts
3. Educational Administration Abstracts
4. ERIC and ERIC Abstracts
5. Review of Educational Research (Journal)
6. American Educational Research Journal
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7. Federal Project reports
8. Books
SUGGESTED FORMAT FOR REPORTING RESEARCH 
TO PRACTITIONERS
Title of Topic
Introduction
One or more paragraphs introduce the nature of the research 
that is included in the analysis and interpretation.
Questions
What questions did the research address?
Review of Studies
Include the following points about each study:
a. Where the study was conducted
b. Who conducted the study
c. Purpose of the study (should relate to one or more 
of the questions above)
d. Sample size (if appropriate) and regions or state 
investigated
e„ Who participated in the sample (administrators, 
teachers, professors, etc.)
Conclusions and Implications
Note that your job is to keep the research reporting in simple
terms. Try to write the report for persons who have completed from
29twelve to fourteen years of formal education.
29C. Kenneth Tanner, "An Outline for Analysis and Interpretation 
of Research for Educational Administrators" (Knoxville, Tennessee: 
University of Tennessee, 1971), pp. 2-3. (Mimeographed.)
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SUGGESTED PROGRAMS FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCHERS
The program for the educational researcher will be more compre­
hensive and will be aimed at developing expertise in basic research as 
well as applied research. The student pursuing this program might fill 
the roles of change agent, county agent, educational development 
specialist, retriever converter, field tester, and/or quality control 
man. The suggested outline follows. The program for educational 
researchers will also be presented in Volume II, Chapter 4, for com­
parison with the program for the educational practitioners.
Program for the DOCTOR OF EDUCATION Degree (Major in Educational Research)
Area Qtr. Hrs.
Statistics Intro, to Statistical Methods 3
Intermed. Statistical Methods 3
Nonparametric Statistics 3
Multivariate Statistics 3
Intro, to Bayesian Statistics 3
Evaluation Measurement and Evaluation 3
Adv. Measurement and Evaluation 3
Surveys and Rating Scales 3
Theory of Measurement 3
Research Research Methods and Techniques 3
Methods Research Design 3
Adv. Research Design 3
Survey Research 3
Intro, to Educational Planning 3
Indiv. Study in Ed. Research 6
Writing and Interpreting Research 3
Computer Programming - FORTRAN 3
Federal Programs & Grants 3
Adv. Research & Analysis 3
Other Courses in: Social Foundations of Education 3
Curriculum or Media 3
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Area Qtr. Hrs.
Two minor fields and/or cognate work in Psychologys
Sociology, Mathematics, etc. 48
Dissertation 24
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Chapter 5
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS
FINDINGS
It was the purpose of this study to determine whether university 
preparation programs bore out the findings of critics, and to synthesize 
opinions and facts regarding research into a proposal for individual 
custom-made preparation programs. The procedure involved actual visits 
to universities to study their programs; a review of literature; and 
actual live (recorded) interviews with certain outstanding educational 
research personnel, professors, and administrators. These three 
approaches; (1) reading of what has been done in educational research 
programs; (2) actual visits to university programs; and (3) talking 
"in-person" through recorded interviews with some of the leaders in 
education, were considered adequate.
Each of the research authorities described a plan or procedure 
for research preparation programs. These authorities did not or would 
not attempt to prescribe a sequence of courses for an adequate program. 
Each held to the traditional research methods, statistics, and measure­
ment courses offered by all universities having doctoral programs. Yet, 
in each instance, they strongly recommended that a proper research 
preparation program could and should be developed wherein the student 
actually worked as an intern to someone engaged in educational research.
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It appeared paradoxical that these university professors taught courses 
for preparation in educational research as listed in their university 
catalogs while privately advocating actual research involvement as the 
best type of training. In addition, the question of what type of 
student best qualified to be a researcher was argumentative. Discussion 
about whether the student should be competent in mathematics prior to 
educational research preparation was included in almost all interviews. 
The authorities knew what was needed in a student's research prep­
aration program, but they could not identify a method or vehicle to 
use in designing a preparation program to allow for differences in 
education, background, style, and approach of doctoral students.
CONCLUSIONS
A major conclusion of this study is related to Byar’s statement 
concerning the "bedevilment theory"; that one cannot get the man out of 
his research. All those involved in this study revealed a personal 
approach to educational research and research training. That is, any 
course is like the professor who teaches it.
Another conclusion was that research preparation for the prac­
titioner must be "custom-made" for competency in consuming research and 
developing decision-making skills. It is around "decision research" 
that the practitioners' research preparation program should be built.
IMPLICATIONS
The dilemma of research preparation programs, then, constituted 
a major implication of this study. That is, each student has his own 
unique "work-style." His program should be "custom-made." As Desmond
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Cook said., "What does he (the student) want to do? He may not know.
If he wants the quantitative approach, the more he has the. better off 
he will be."'*'
A "custom-made" educational research preparation program should 
be based on a student's "work-style." That may not be simple but it is 
an individual way to prepare a student for research. That thesis will 
be considered in Volume II of this study.
^Statement by Desmond Cook, telephone interview, January 27,
1972. (Tape recorded.)
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APPENDIX A
FACULTY INTERVIEW RESPONSE DATA FORM
1. Name Rank
Address Department
Telephone_ Yes in Dept, 
at this Univ.
Total years of 
Experience____
2. How many instructors regularly teach educational research courses?
3. What are the minimum courses required in educational research 
beginning at the Master's level and continuing through the doctoral 
leve1?
Total quarter hours?
4. What textbooks do the instructors use?
How selected? Instructor Other
5. What style manuals are prescribed?
6. Name three (3) favorite reference books used by the instructor in 
addition to the text which he relies heavily to supplement the 
textbook?
7. What filmstrips do the instructor use (if any)?
8. What movies do the instructor use (if any)?
9. To what extend do the instructors use transparencies? Are they 
commercially made or instructor made?
10. To what extent are the research courses' lecture demonstration as 
opposed to seminar and student discussion?
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11. What kinds of major research assignments do students have in each 
research course?
Is each student required to use, develop, and apply a particular 
design or designs as a part of his course experience?
12. On what basis does the instructor evaluate students in research 
courses?
13. What is the attitude of your university toward professional 
research?
14. What are the bases of tenure and promotion in this university?
15. How are course syllabi constructed?
16. Indicate which chapters of the textbooks the instructors use in 
research classes?
17. What is your opinion of the adequacy of the sequential order of 
research courses, topics, and experiences throughout the entire 
educational research program?
18. Is there a sequence in the components of an adequate program of 
educational research? If so, what?
19. Is the computer center available to faculty and graduate students
for processing research data?
20. Do you use the computer personally?
21. Approximately what proportion of students in your educational 
research classes use the computer to process data?
22. Do faculty and students do their own computer programming? To 
what extent?
23. What provision is made to teach faculty and students computer 
programming?
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24. What would you say about the level of cooperation between the 
department of education and the computer department?
25. Does the university have an office of institutional research?
26. What is the relationship between faculty and students and the 
office of institutional research?
27. Provide a couple of examples within the last three or four months 
in regard to question 26 above.
28. Does any instructor of educational research work part-time in the 
office of institutional research?
29. Does any researcher in the OIR instruct part-time in educational 
research?
30. Does any graduate student in the educational research sequence 
work in the OIR? If so, are they paid? If no, explain.
STUDENT INTERVIEW RESPONSE DATA FORM
1. Name   Classification
Address_____________________________  Department or
College
Telephone___________________________  Years in this
Institution
Have you had courses in educational research?______ _
Name of the courses _______  ______________
Were the courses required?________________  elective?_
If required, by whom?______________________________
What textbook did you study?_
Did you have a choice of textbooks?_________
If so, what alternative texts could you use?_
3. Are research tools and methods provided for you through reference 
and library orientation?____________
If so, what tools?
How often are you provided with reference and orientation?
What topics did you study?_______________________ _____ _____ _
What reference and research books do you particularly study?
4. How is library orientation arranged?
5. How does the reference librarian operate with students?
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6. Are bibliographies provided for you?_________  By whom?__________
7. Have you had writing assignments? For \\hat purpose?
8. Have you had oral assignments? To what extent?
9. Name three reference sources which you found to be most helpful in 
educational research.
1._________________________________________
2.  
3. _______________________________________
10. Have you had a formal computer course?______________
Who taught the course? Name_____________________  Department_____
Was it a short term course_______  institute_______ workshop ____
semester________  seminar  informally taught at computer
center_________  other____________________.
11. If the above question is yes, did you write your own computer 
programs?________  used "canned computer library programs"?______
12. Name at least three reference sources which you found to be most
helpful in computer application.
1. _______________________________________
2.  
3.  _________________________________
13. Were you required to have a prerequisite course(s) in order to 
take computer application?___________
If yes, what?
14. Did you have Statistical Analysis as a graduate course?__________
If yes, was it required?_____ ____________
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15. Are there other questions and/or topics on computer application 
and educational research which you would like to mention?
1.
2 .
3.
4.
5.
APPENDIX B
RESEARCH CLASSES
Listed below are several dichotomies scaled on the seven-point Likert 
scale. Rank each dichotomy according to your attitude toward any 
research classes you have taken at this university. Make a check mark 
( v/ ) on the scale which best describes your attitude toward the class. 
For example, if you are given unsuccessful and successful as dichotomies, 
and if you think the class is more successful, you would make your mark 
closer to the successful scale. (EXAMPLE)
unsuccessful ___          J ___  successful
RESEARCH CLASS
GOOD BAD
FAIR UNFAIR
TIMELY UNTIMELY
ACTIVE PASSIVE
VARIED REPETITIVE
FAST SLOW
HARD SOFT
SHARP DULL
STRONG WEAK
IMPORTANT UNIMPORTANT
USUAL UNUSUAL
Enter appropriate class numbers:
I have taken Ed. ; Ed. ; Ed.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The first assumption of this study was that "Existing univer­
sity research programs for the preparation of school administrators 
and educational research personnel reflect the philosophy, beliefs, 
and work-styles of those who plan and operate them" (Vol. I, p. 8).
The major implication, resultant from the data presented in Volume I, 
was that a custom-made educational research program should be based on 
a student's work-style. Thus, Volume I runs the gamut from an assumption 
about producing standard types of researchers to the implication that 
each student should have his own "custom-made" program. Since the 
necessities of the latter require the resources of the former, a first 
requirement of Volume II must be the definition of a system or procedure 
to arrange the use of standard and/or established and available research 
resources found in universities, into "custom-made" packages to fit the 
needs and work-styles of individual advanced graduate students of 
educational administration.
If the usual university programs to prepare school administrators 
in research reflect the teacher's philosophy and work-style, a proper 
program for an advanced student should be developed from that student's 
philosophy and work-style. Such a task will require both the student 
researcher and his advisor to engage in making a series of decisions.
1
2The student researcher and his advisor will make decisions 
concerning the development of the student's custom-made program. The 
advisor must understand the student's work-style, philosophy, prepa­
ration, and ability. Based on this insight, the advisor and student 
can make better decisions concerning an individualized or custom-made 
program.
As a result of the problem definition in the student1's 
personalized program, the advisor will be able to suggest alternatives
i
in terms of the possible consequences. The student and advisor must 
answer the question, "To what extent do we, jointly, possess the 
competency, personal qualities, and resources necessary to implement 
this alternative?" This requires an analysis and evaluation of all 
possible alternatives in the macro systems surrounding the student in 
the university and in the field in which he may choose to go to work 
and study.
The choice of alternatives must be made and a committee- 
approved outline of the program secured. This decision could move the. 
student deeper into his old macro system or also move him out of it 
into another macro system or field situation with another but similar 
set of interacting components.
The subsystems which make the components of a custom-made 
program must be compatible. Activities involved in the implementation 
of a decision include four basic steps: (1) organizing, (2) planning,
(3) programming, (4) operating (OPPO). The first is organizing or 
establishing the formal structure through which work subdivisions are 
to be arranged, defined, and coordinated for the specific program.
3Second is planning, or working out in broad outline, the things that: 
need to be done and the methods for doing them to accomplish the 
program developed for the students. Third is programming or outlining 
the components involved in the custom-made program, and, fourth, 
operating or carrying out the objectives of the student's custom-made 
program.
In implementing the program, the total environment must be 
assessed. The research student and his advisors should discover the 
available favorable factors to reduce the total environment to a sort 
of educational macro OPPO system, in which the four subsystems can be 
developed (Figure 1). These subsystems are the student resource area, 
the student role/goal subsystem, the university resource subsystem, and 
institutional support and control subsystem. Within each of these sub­
systems there are interacting variables. In the student subsystem, the 
student's work-style, philosophy, preparation, and ability are initially 
used as inputs. The human and material resources of the university 
subsystem are composed of program components and advisory personnel.
This subsystem composes the second group of inputs. The role, subsystem 
is influenced by the student's future role position and goals.
Variables within this subsystem are position, time, place, and design. 
The institutional support and control subsystem is composed of the 
acceptance, permission, finance, equipment, and approval variables 
given to the program. These variables are formal elements and possible 
inputs from the macro system. The purpose then becomes one of the 
reduction and use of macro elements in the construction of a micro 
system for each student. A final result of the interaction of these
4Practitioner | Basic Researcher
MACRO OPPO RESEARCH SYSTEM
STUDENT ROLE/GOAL 
SUBSYSTEM
STUDENT RESOURCE 
AREA
Work-style 
Philosophy 
Preparation 
Ability 
Experiences
Program
(Micro System to be developed) 
(output)
STUDENT ROLE/GOAL SUBSYSTEM
Position 
Time 
Place(input)
(input)
UNIVERSITY RESOURCE 
SUBSYSTEM
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
Program Components 
Available
Acceptance 
Permission 
Finance 
Equipment 
Approval
Advisory Personnel
(input) (input)
MACRO OPPO RESEARCH SYSTEM
Figure 1
Schema of Interactions in a Macro OPPO Research System 
(With Micro System to be Developed)
5four subsystems will be reflected in the micro output (either prac­
titioner or basic researcher) of the macro OPPO system.
An examination of the subsystems of Figure 1 shows that 
administrative decision-making takes into consideration the interaction 
previously described. This leads into the Micro OPPO Research System: 
Internship (Figure 2). The Micro OPPO system comprises organizing, 
planning, programming, and operating in an actual research situation. 
The nature of the active participants and the available resources in 
these four interacting subsystems will affect the student and his 
solution to the problem. For that reason an analysis of these sub­
systems and a determination of the potential involved is mandatory.
In considering Figures 1 and 2 it is well to keep in mind that 
Figure 2 represents the development of the upper position of the 
"Student Role/Goal Subsystem" of Figure 1. The micro OPPO system at 
the center of Figure 2 could be operational in any macro system, within 
any type of institution at any time or place. The crux is in the ever­
present necessity at all levels to organize, plan, program, and 
operate. This leads to the consideration of known and unknown variables 
that surround the student and his advisor as they attempt to reach 
"custom-made" program decisions.
Acceptance of the concept of a custom-made program for advanced 
research students makes it impossible for one program to be proposed 
for every student. Since students have varying work-styles, this will 
affect the planning of a personal program.
Of the variables listed in Figure 3, some are known and some 
are unknown. These lists are intended to be suggestive only and may be
i
! 6
feedback
Role
Position
Prac­
titionerStudent
INPUTS
Basic
ResearcherProgram
• H
Institutional! 
Support J
feedback
Figure 2
Schema of a Micro OPPO Research System: Internship
7Variables 
(related to)
Known Unknown
Student
Level of ability
Preparation
Experience
Work-style
Role and Goal
School
Rules and Regulations
Offerings
Support
Attitude
Resources
Financial
Professional
Technology
Designs and Techniaues
Time
and
Place
Availability
Opportunity
Figure 3
Schema of Some Known and Unknown Variables 
for Consideration in Planning A 
Research Preparation Program
8extended by students and advisors as specific instances arise that make 
extension possible or necessary. Figure 3 is intended merely to aid 
thinking and to help individual research preparation program planners 
consider the nature and variety of the types of variables involved.
Work-style is philosophically based. As previously stated (p. 1) 
research programs and research courses dealing with techniques reflect 
the philosophy and work-styles of specific professors. Matching student 
work-styles with the work-style resources of professors and technological 
resources of schools lies in a matrix of interacting variables suggested 
by Figure 3. It is assumed that the closer the match of student prefer­
ences with available professional assistance and institutional resources 
the greater the prospects for research perfectability at any level and 
involving any type of work-style or research technique. Diagnosis and 
honest reflection upon the nature, strength, persistence, recurrence, 
and resultant evidence of these variables is essential to a good and 
proper match.
Since this matching involves both the problem and the purpose of 
the process, it is necessary to consider here a possible methodology for 
decision-making in terms of a student's program needs. The following 
schema, (1) Figure 4, describing philosophic viewpoints and character­
istics, and (2) Figure 5, suggested as a method for determining work- 
styles are offered here as guides to promote thinking and the production 
of reliable devices for measuring and/or estimating the chances of 
student success in an individually-planned program created for him from 
the suggested components set forth in this study.
It is presumed that all students need survey-type course work of 
a basic nature to familiarize them with known and available research
9. Philosophically-Based Work Styles
The Mathematically Oriented An Existentialist
Believes in quantitative approach Wants to know
Work-style would consist of Why
analysis, comparisons, computer Where to
Style would be self-directed Where from
A Survey Man A Pragmatist
Would be interested in Interested in experiments
How many
Who Style would be inner-directed
When
What - Style other-directed
The Planner A Realist
One who has to be a generalist Involves the styles of the
or an architect Quantitative Approach and
Style is nearest to needing or the Pragmatist
recognizing all styles
Those Seeking Status Quo An OPPO ist
One whose research will try to Is reality oriented
prove the now
Includes all other work-styles
Figure 4
Schema of Work-styles of Eight Candidates 
Planning to do Research
By Analysis Determine Areaof Top Priority 
in Decision-making
^  Place ^
Major Interest REQUIREDAIM
OF and Ability SITUATION
(Authority 1 
^  Support^
Lesser Ability and Interest
Popular Area but no Student 
________Interest___________
Fringe Professional Interest Areas
where less 
likely to 
succeed
Research
Work-style determinants
Figure 5
One Schema for Determining Student Work-Style
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designs, methods, and techniques. It is a major assumption of this 
study that a specific student has no need for sophisticated techniques 
until he has first defined a research problem.* Hence, a major 
function of advanced graduate student advisement is to acquaint the 
student with available program components and to help him see how 
these research techniques and practices are a necessary and useful 
means of solving certain types of problems. This process is presented 
schematically in Figure 5.
The program components which follow are considered representative 
of certain levels of research competency. Along with familiarity with 
the accompanying suggested or other current bibliographies, all of the 
components, or satisfactory evidence of the research competencies they 
represent (testing to determine), are desirable and should be required 
of a student electing to prepare himself to be a full-time comprehensive 
educational researcher. However, the general student of educational 
administration, destined for a less research-oriented position in terms 
of his work-style, should be encouraged to choose, along with his 
advisors, those components necessary to solve his research problem (or 
problems) after he has become familiar with general research methodology 
through survey courses.
These components represent the wide scope of preparation for an 
across-the-board educational researcher, but they need not be taken 
sequentially. The practitioner should also be allowed to select com­
ponents appropriate to his needs.
lOpinion confirmed by Carter V. Good and Ralph Purdy, personal 
interviews, November 30, 1971, and December 1, 1971.
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EVALUATION OF RESEARCH DESIGNS
Table 1 provides a basis on which to evaluate the major advan­
tages and disadvantages of several research designs. A minus sign 
Indicates that the factor represented In the column heading Introduces 
a particular weakness Into the design. A plus sign under the column 
heading Indicates that the design controls the weakness. The meaning 
of a question mark Is obvious. Where a blank space occurs, the factor 
Is Irrelevant to that design.
An experimental design is said to have high internal validity 
when control of the factors affecting outcomes is great. When results 
of the experiment are generalizable to the total universe of the sample, 
the design has high external validity.
PROGRAM COMPONENTS
In the numbering system which follows, the first digit identifies 
the research design. Where applicable, the second and third digits 
identify useful statistical treatments and computer information, in that 
order. Statistical treatments and computer information suggested here 
are not intended to be definitive or comprehensive. They are examples 
of treatments appropriate to the designs they accompany, and, in many 
cases, to other designs as well. It is anticipated that the student, 
in consultation with his advisor, will choose appropriate statistical 
treatments and computer programs. Further information which is helpful 
in the selection of statistical and computer treatments may be found in 
the footnotes and bibliographical references accompanying this volume.
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Table 1
Major Advantages and Disadvantages of Different 
Experimental Designs*
a 1 3o a O c >>•rl a) c •H o u
>1M 4J(0 00c I °3 *H
COCO •H4J •HpH CommentsO M •rc H 4J a) o4J 3 4J V Cti M a) 4JCO 4J (0 (0 4J 00 rH u
£
<0 c <U <v o« H w a c/a S
Single-Group 
Designs:
1. One-shot 
case study
2. One-group
3. Time-series
4. Equivalent 
time samples
5. Equivalent 
materials 
design
+ + ?
+ + + +
+ + + +
Does not allow for com­
parison of changes; no 
premeasures.
A type of repeated 
measurement design but 
with a single group.
Leads to a complex sta­
tistical analysis.
Generalization is only 
to other groups which 
are repeatedly tested.
Generalization again 
restricted to groups 
tested repeatedly.
Separate Control 
Group Designs:
6 . Static-group + ? + + Along with designs 1 
and 2 , this is a pre- 
experimental design.
7. Pretest-post 
test control 
group design 
with random!1 
zation
- +  + + + A true experimental 
design; generalization 
restricted to other 
pretested groups.
*Gilbert Sax, Empirical Foundations of Educational Research 
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1968), p. 381.
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Table 1 (continued)
a i eo C- o ai-i <u e •rl o•U 00 S o CO *i4M R) e P CO ■Uo M •H U U cu O4J 3 4J 4J cd M CUCO 4J CO CO 4J 00 i—cR) a> e CU <0
a H H as C/3
4J•Hr-l
RjuM
Comments
8 . Solomon four- + 
group design
9. Posttest-only + 
control group 
design
10. Nonequivalent + 
control group 
design
11. Separate- 
sample pretest 
posttest design
+ + + + +
+ + + + +
+ + + ? +
+ ? + +
+ Another true experi­
mental design; requires 
use of multiple groups.
+ A third true experi­
mental design.
+ Makes use of intact 
groups.
- Generalization 
facilitated.
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An X represents the exposure of a group to an experimental 
variable or event, the effects of which are to be measured; 0 refers 
to some process of observation or measurement.
Pre-experimental Designs
A one-shot case study (1.0). Much research in education 
today conforms to a design in which a single group is studied 
only once, subsequent to some agent or treatment presumed to 
cause change. Such studies might be diagrammed as follows:
X 0
In the case studies of Design 1, a carefully studied 
single instance is implicitly compared with other events 
casually observed and remembered. The inferences are based 
upon general expectations of what the data would have been 
had the X not occurred. Such studies often involve tedious 
collection of specific detail, careful observation, testing, 
and the like, and in such instances involve the error of mis­
placed precision. The study would be much more valuable if the 
one set of observations were reduced by half and the saved 
effort directed to the study in equal detail of an appropriate 
comparison instance. It seems almost unethical at the present 
time to allow, as theses or dissertations in education, case 
studies of this nature (i.e., involving a single group observed 
at one time only). 'Standardized' tests in such case studies 
provide only very limited help, since the rival sources of 
difference other than X are so numerous as to render the 
'standard' reference group almost useless as a 'control group.' 
On the same grounds, the many uncontrolled sources of difference 
between a present case study and potential future ones which 
might be compared with it are so numerous as to make justifi­
cation in terms of providing a bench mark for future studies 
also hopeless. In general, it would be better to apportion the 
descriptive effort between both sides of an interesting com­
parison. ^
Of importance to any experimental design is the blocking and 
tabling of data.
In most experiments involving the collection and analysis 
of data, the data are grouped, or blocked, to reduce variability
^Donald T. Campbell and Julian C. Stanley, Experimental and 
Quasi-Experimental Designs for Research (Chicago: Rand McNally and 
Company, 1968), pp. 6-7.
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and to make the scores more manageable for statistical 
analysis. The most commonly used methods are to take 
the mean, median, and mode of several scores. The value 
obtained is then treated as a single score.
If an overall mean were desired, the experimenter would 
simply add all the correct responses and divide by the 
number of trials administered.
The median or mode is not frequently used to block raw 
data. Use of these measures usually occurs only if the data 
within each set of scores are severely skewed. The median 
equals the middle score of each block of trials after the 
scores within each block have been rank ordered. The mode 
is simply the score that occurs most often.
In addition to grouping, it is usually desirable to 
obtain some idea of the dispersion of the scores. The 
simplest such measure is the range. This value is computed 
very simply since it is equal to the difference between the 
largest and smallest scores in the distribution.
The usefulness of the range is limited. By far the 
most common and useful measure of dispersion is the standard 
deviation (s.d.). There are two ways to compute the standard 
deviation: directly, using difference scores; and indirectly,
using the computational formula.3
The one-group pretest-posttest design (2.0). This is 
used as a 'bad example1 to illustrate several of the con­
founded extraneous variables that can jeopardize internal 
validity. These variables offer plausible hypotheses 
explaining an 0 -^ - C>2 difference, rather than the hypothesis 
that X caused the difference:
°1 X °2
The first of these uncontrolled hypotheses is history. 
Between 0^ and O2 many other change-producing events may 
have occurred in addition to the experimenter's X. If the 
pretest (0 )^ and the posttest (O2) are made on different 
days, then the events in between may have caused the difference.
History becomes a more plausible rival explanation of change 
the longer the 0  ^- O2 time lapse, and might be regarded as a 
trivial problem in an experiment completed within a one- or 
two-hour period, although even here, extraneous sources such 
as laughter, distracting events, et cetera, are to be looked 
for. Relevant to the variable, history is the feature of
3James L. Bruning and B. L. Kintz, Computational Handbook of 
Statistics (Glenview, Illinois: Scott, Foresman and Company, 1968), 
pp. 2-4.
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experimental isolation, which can so nearly be achieved in 
many physical science laboratories as to render Design 2 
acceptable for much of their research.
A second rival variable, or class of variables, is 
designated maturation. This term is used to cover all of 
those biological or psychological processes which systemati­
cally vary with the passage of time, independent of specific 
external events. Thus between 0\ and 02 the students may 
have grown older, hungrier, more tired, more bored, et 
cetera, and the obtained difference may reflect this process
rather than X . . . .
A third confounded rival explanation is the effect of 
testing; the effect of the pretest itself. On achievement 
and intelligence tests, students taking the test for a
second time, or taking an alternate form of the test usually
do better than those taking the test for the first time.
Instrumentation or 'instrument decay1 (Campbell, 1957) 
is the term used to indicate a fourth uncontrolled rival 
hypothesis. This term refers to autonomous changes in the 
measuring instrument which might account for an 0  ^- O2 
difference.
A fifth confounded variable in some instances of Design 2 
is statistical regression. If, for example, in a remediation 
experiment, students are picked for a special experimental 
treatment because they do particularly poorly on an achievement 
test (which becomes for them the 0 i), then on a subsequent 
testing using a parallel form or repeating the same test, O2 
for this group will almost surely average higher than did 0 .^ 
This dependable result is not due to any genuine effect of 
X, or any test-retest practice effect. It is rather a tauto­
logical aspect of the imperfect correlation between 0q and 
02.4
The t-test for a difference between a sample mean and the 
population mean (2.1). One of the most commonly used tests 
for significance is the t-test. One use of this test assumes 
that the mean for some population is known. Knowing this 
population value, the experimenter can then determine whether 
the sample he has chosen is significantly different from the 
population mean.5
The t-test for a difference between two independent 
means (2.2). Probably the most common use of the t-test is 
to determine whether the performance difference between two
^Campbell and Stanley, op. cit., pp. 7-10. 
Pruning and Kintz, op. cit., p. 7.
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groups of subjects is significant. In most experimental 
situations, the subjects are randomly assigned to the two 
groups; one of the groups is manipulated experimentally 
and the effects of this manipulation are analyzed by com­
paring the performance of the two groups. There are many 
instances where the groups are already constituted (e.g., 
males versus females) and the experimenter wishes to 
determine whether they differ with respect to some other 
variable (e.g., height, weight, etc.).°
The t-test for related measures (2.3). The t-test is sometimes 
used to determine the significance of a difference between two corre­
lated means. It is most commonly used in this way when two scores are 
recorded for the same individuals. The pretest posttest scores would 
be examples. The second use of this test is in the instance where pairs 
of subjects in two different groups are "matched" on the basis of some 
variable to ensure that the pairs of subjects in each group are the same 
before experimental manipulations are begun. The experimental groups 
will have the same number of measures since they represent two measures 
of the same subjects, or matched pairs of subjects. If two measures 
are taken on the same subjects, the treatments by subject analysis are 
usually more appropriate.^
Completely randomized design; analysis of variance (2.4).
This design is basically an extension of the t-test to 
experiments involving three or more groups. This design 
would typically be used, for example, if an experimenter 
were interested in determining reactions to several different 
drugs. In this case, subjects would be randomly assigned to 
the several groups and a different drug administered to each 
group. After the performance of subjects in all groups has 
been measured, statistical analyses of the data would be 
undertaken to determine the differential effects of the 
drugs.8
^Ibid., p. 9. 
8lbid., p. 17.
^Ibid., pp. 12“13.
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The static-group comparison (3.0). The third pre- 
experimental design needed for development of invalidating 
factors is the static-group comparison. This is a design 
in which a group which has experienced X is compared with 
one which has not, for the purpose of establishing the 
effect of X.
X 0i 
”  °2
Instances of this kind of research include, for example, 
the comparison of school systems which require the 
bachelor's degree of teachers (the X) with those which do 
not; the comparison of students in classes given speed- 
reading training with those not given it; the comparison 
of those who heard a certain TV program with those who did 
not, and so on. In marked contrast with the 'true' experi­
ment of Design 6 there are in these Design 3 instances no 
formal means of certifying that the groups would have been 
equivalent had it not been for the X. This absence, 
indicated in the diagram by the dashed lines separating 
the two groups, provides the next factor needing control, 
i.e., selection. If 0^ and ©2 differ, this difference 
could well have come about through the differential 
recruitment of persons making up the groups; the groups 
might have differed anyway, without the occurrence of X.
A final confounded variable for the present list can 
be called experimental mortality, or the production of 
0  ^-- Og differences in groups due to the differential drop­
out of persons from the groups. Thus, even if in Design 3 
the two groups had once been identical, they might differ 
now not because of any change on the part of individual 
members, but rather because of the selective dropout of 
persons from one of the groups.9
DATA PREPARATION AND COMPUTER OPERATION
In analysis of data, regardless of research design, the computer, 
which is appropriate for use with any statistical treatment, is such a 
vital tool that it is essential that the student know how to prepare his 
data for electronic processing, and understand the range and scope of 
computer operation.
9
Campbell and Stanley, op. cit., p. 12.
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It should be understood that computer techniques suggested in 
this study will fit the IBM 1130 computer system, but not necessarily 
the available program subroutines and the format of input layout of the 
data. The programmer must take into consideration the program sub­
routine, its inputs and outputs, relative to the data generated by a 
specific research study. For that reason, information related to 
computer programming is included at this point. Wherever these suggested 
programs are to be used, the researcher and the program analyst should 
arrive at a compatible data and program organization prior to the 
beginning of any project involving the IBM 1130 computer.
Preparation of Data
It is assumed that the user is acquainted with the card 
punch machine (keypunch) and that he can arrange for the 
posting of his data to cards. This discussion is restricted 
to consideration of card layouts required and/or recommended.
In general, it is good practice to adopt a standard ten 
column identification field with column nine reserved for a 
deck number and column ten reserved for card number. Columns 
one through eight would usually contain a unique subject 
identification number and other information upon which sorts 
of the data files are likely to be based. This information 
would be repeated on each card of a multiple-card file.
Variable fields should be punched without decimals if a 
program requiring the 1130 FORMAT Card is to be used. The 
1130 FORMAT Card permits insertion of decimals in variables. 
Some programs offer a selection from several fixed input data 
layouts. The user may wish to arrange variables or scores in 
five-column fields with decimal points punched where necessary. 
It is also possible to arrange input data in uniform fields of 
one, two, three, or four columns each for these same programs. 
The main concept to keep in mind when preparing data for 
analysis by the programs not requiring the 1130 FORMAT Card is 
uniform field width. A mixture of field widths is not suitable 
for input to such programs.
The user interested in a more detailed discussion of 
punch card processing and data card layout should see Chapter 3
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in Veldman, D. J., FORTRAN Programming for the Behavioral 
Sciences.10
The Control Cards^
There are two kinds of control cards: system control cards
and program control cards.
System control cards. //JOB T Card. The card is punched as
follows:
Column Entry
1-2 //
3 Blank
4-6 JOB
7 Blank
8 T
9-10 Blank
11-14 0001
15 Blank
16-19 0002
3ard is punched as follows:
Co lumn Entry
1-2 //
3 Blank
4-6 XEQ
7 Blank
8-9 ON
Account Card is punched as follows:
Column Entry
1
2-6
7-10
. (period) 
Account Number 
Blank
l^James H. Hogge and Judith H. Picklesimer, "Peabody 
Statistical Library User's Manual" (Nashville, Tennessee: George 
Peabody College, 1969), p. 2. (Mimeographed.)
u Ibid., pp. 3-4.
Column Entry
11-25 Name, Problem Title, etc
26-30
31-34
Information punched in 
these columns will be 
printed in the output. 
Blank
Code Word
//XEQ OFF Card is punched as follows:
Column Entry
1-2
3
4-6
7
8-10
/ /
Blank
XEQ
Blank
OFF
Program control cards. Parameter-title card. This card 
contains information needed for the successful execution of 
a specific program. Unless otherwise noted, all entries in 
parameter fields should be right-justified. This means, for 
example, that if columns five through eight are allocated for 
a parameter and the actual number to be punched is 37, the 
number should be punched so that the 7 is in column eight. 
Leading blanks (in this example, columns five and six) are 
treated as zeros.
1130 FORMAT card. This card describes the layout (format) 
of input data for the computer. Columns one through thirteen 
of this card are always the same:
The remainder of the 1130 FORMAT Card varies according to the 
characteristics of the program and input data under con­
sideration. Four notations are used to describe data layouts 
for the programs.
X notation is used to indicate that certain columns of 
each input data card file are to be skipped. The form of X 
notation is symbolized as
Column Entry
1
2-5
6
7-12
13
Blank
1130
Blank
FORMAT
Blank
nX
where n is a number greater than 0 and equal to the number of 
columns to be skipped. The following examples illustrate X 
notation:
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Specification Interpretation
6X skip 6 columns
41X skip 41 columns
IX skip 1 column
The use of X notation is appropriate with any program 
requiring the 1130 FORMAT Card. This flexible notation 
describes variable (score data) fields. The form of F 
notation is symbolized as
rFw.d
w = width of the variable field in columns, 
d = number of digits after the decimal, 
r = number of similar fields in succession.12
Consider the following examples:
Specification Interpretation
6F10.4 6 fields in succession, each
10 columns wide with 4 digits 
after the decimal.
4F2.0 4 fields in succession, each
2 columns wide with no 
decimal places.
F5.1 1 field five columns wide
with one digit after the 
decimal.
The decimal point need not actually appear in the 
variable field. Instead, the 'd' specification may be used 
to insert a decimal in variable fields where none is 
punched. The following illustrates how the digits 73145 
may be read using F notation:
Specification Resulting Number
F5.0 73145.0
F5.1 7314.5
F5.2 731.45
F5.3 73.145
F5.4 7.3145
F5.5 .73145
If a decimal point is actually punched in a variable 
field it will override the F notation field specification.
l2Ibid., pp. 4-5.
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For example, if 31.63 were read by F5.0, the number actually 
read would be 31.63.
I notation is required by some of the programs. It takes 
the form
rlw
where
w = field width in columns, 
r = number of similar fields in succession.
Note that only whole numbers may be read by I notation, 
since there is no provision for specifying decimal places.
The following examples illustrate the use of I notation:
Specification Int erp retat ion
613 6 fields, 3 columns wide.
17 1 field, 7 columns wide.
3011 30 fields, 1 column wide.
A notation is required by a few of the programs. It takes 
the form:
rAw
where
w = field width in columns, 
r = number of similar fields in succession.
This notation is primarily used to describe the identifi­
cation field for each subject (where the program requires 
input of subject identification).^
The following examples suggest how A notation is used:
Specification Interpretation
A6 1 field, 6 columns wide.
20A1 20 fields, 1 column wide.
A3 1 field, 3 columns wide.
The appropriate field specifications are separated by 
commas and are enclosed in parentheses, as illustrated in 
the following example. Consider the following data card 
layout:
Column Entry
1-8 Subject identification
9 Deck Code
10 Card Number
11-13 Variable 1
14-16 Variable 2
l^Ibid., PP* 5-6.
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Column Entry
17-18
19-22
Variable 3 
Variable 4
Suppose the program we are using requires us to skip the 
subject identification. Our 1130 FORMAT Card might appear 
as follows: 1130 FORMAT (10X, 2F3.0, F2.0, F4.0)
The right parenthesis must appear in or before column 72; 
however, there is a way to continue the 1130 FORMAT Card 
beyond one card.
Multiple cards per subject may be handled two ways. If 
each card in the subject's file contains the same layouts 
format specifications describing the first card of the set 
will be automatically repeated by the computer. The other 
way to handle this situation is through the use of the slash 
('/'). When the computer encounters a slash in the 1130 
FORMAT Card, it immediately skips to the next card and begins 
reading. The 1130 FORMAT Card
would be interpreted as follows:
Skip ten columns, read three one-column fields without 
decimals; skip to the next card, skip ten columns; read two 
two-column fields without decimals.^
In considering the Chi-Square analysis using the IBM 1130
computer, the following specific considerations should be observed.
a. Contingency tables are formed for input data con­
sisting of up to ten categories coded with the integers 
0 through 9. Groups of subjects form the rows of each 
contingency table, and the integer codes form the 
columns of each table. Combination of categories 
(columns) may be specified, and hypothesized percentages 
for a 1 x K table (where K = number of categories) may 
be tested.
Chi-Square, degrees of freedom, and probability of 
chance occurrence are computed for each table.
1130 FORMAT (10X,3F.0/10X,2F2.0)
CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS
General Description-*-*
^Ibid., pp. 6-7. 
ISjbid., pp. 33-34.
b. The output consists of (for each input variable):
(1) Observed frequencies
(2) Expected frequencies
(3) Observed frequencies minus expected frequencies
(4) Cell contributions to total chi-square
(5) Chi-Square
(6) Degrees of freedom
(7) Probability of chance occurrence
c. Limitations:
(1) The number of variables (tables to be formed) may 
not exceed 2 0 .
(2) The number of groups (rows of each table) may not 
exceed 1 0.
(3) The number of subjects in each group may not 
exceed 32,767.
(4) The number of integer-coded categories of each 
variable may not exceed 10 (including zero).
(5) The number of cards per subject may not exceed 5.
d. Estimation of running time:
Number of seconds * 10 + CV/10 + GV/100 where 
C = number of data cards.
V = number of variables.
G ® number of groups.
Order of Cards in Job Deck^
a. //JOB T Card
b. //XEQ ON Card
c. Account Card
d. //XEQ (name of subroutine)
e. Parameter-Title Card
f. Variable Location Card(s)
g. Missing Data Signal Card (optional)
h. Combination Control Card(s) (optional)
i. Group Control Card 
j. Data Cards
Repeat i and j for each group
k. Blank Card (stops routine)
1. //XEQ OFF 
m. Blank Card
Note: Items e through j may be repeated for additional
data sets as desired.
16lbid., p. 34.
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Card Preparation-^
d. //XEQ
This card is punched as follows:
Column Entry
1-2 / /
3 Blank
4-5 XEQ
7 Blank
8-10 (name of subroutine)
e. Parameter-Title Card.
Number of variables (tables 
to be formed).
Number of groups (rows of 
tables).
Number of Combination Control 
Cards to be read.
Number of cards per subject. 
If a one (1) is punched in 
this column, a Missing Data 
Signal Card follows the 
Variable Location Card(s).
If this column is blank or 
contains a zero, zero codes 
will be treated as missing 
data (i.e., excluded from 
all analyses).
Col. 9-80 Alphanumeric Title. These
columns must not be left 
completely blank or pre­
mature termination will 
occur.
f. Variable Location Card(s).
Each of these cards corresponds to one of the data cards 
in a subject's card set. In other words, if the data 
cards include three cards per subject, three Variable 
Location Cards are required.
There is a one-for-one correspondence between Variable 
Location Catd columns and data card columns. A 1 (one) 
is punched in each Variable Location Card column which 
corresponds to a data card column in which a variable's 
codes are punched. Other Variable Location Card columns 
are left blank. There must, therefore, be V ones punched 
in the Variable Location Card columns (where V = number 
of variables).
Col. 1-2 
Col. 3-4 
Col. 5-6 
Col. 7
l^Ibid., PP* 34-35.
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If each subject's card set includes one or more 
cards from which no codes are to be read for a
given computer run, there must nevertheless exist
a Variable Location Card for each card of the subject 
card set. In this case, one or more Variable Location 
Cards would be completely b l a n k . 18
g. Missing Data Signal Card (optional).
Each column of this card corresponds to an input 
variable (in serial order of input). If a one (1)
is punched in a column of this card, the table formed
for the corresponding variable will include zero 
codes. If a column of this card is left blank or 
contains a zero, the table formed for the corresponding 
variable will exclude zero codes. The Missing Data 
Signal Card is omitted when column 8 of the Parameter- 
Title Card is blank or contains a zero.^
h. Combination Control Card(s) (optional).
The Combination Control Card (one for each variable for 
which categories are to be combined and/or hypothesized 
percentages specified) permits lumping of category codes 
and/or specification of hypothesized percentages for a 
one row (group) by k categories t a b l e . 20
ADDITIONAL PROGRAM COMPONENTS
True Experimental Designs
The pretest-posttest control group design (4.0). Design 4 
uses equivalent groups achieved by randomization. Design 4 
takes this form:
R 0X X 02 
R O3 04
History is controlled insofar as general historical events 
that might have produced an 0^--02 difference would also 
produce an O3— 04 difference. Note, however, that many supposed 
utilizations of Design 4 (or 5 or 6) do not control for unique 
intrasession history. Furthermore, the typical experiment in 
the Journal of Experimental Psychology does achieve control of 
intrasession history through testing students and animals 
individually and through assigning the students and experimental 
periods at random to experimental or control conditions . . . .
l8Ibid., p. 35. 
20Ibid.
^Ibid.
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The optimal solution is a randomization of experimental 
occasions* with such restrictions as are required to achieve 
balanced representation of such highly likely sources of bias 
as experimenters* time of day* day of week, portion of 
semester, nearness to examinations, et cetera. The common 
expedient of running experimental subjects in small groups 
rather than individually is inadmissible if this grouping is 
disregarded in the statistical analysis. . . .
Maturation and testing are controlled in that they should 
be manifested equally in experimental and control groups. 
Instrumentation is easily controlled where the conditions for 
the control of intrasession history are met, particularly where 
the 0 is achieved by student responses to a fixed instrument 
such as a printed test. Where observers or interviewers are 
used, however, the problem becomes more serious. If observers 
are few enough not to be randomly assignable to the observation 
of single sessions* then not only should each observer be used 
for both experimental and control sessions, but in addition, 
the observers should be kept ignorant of which students are 
receiving which treatments, so that the knowledge will not 
bias their ratings or records . . . .
Regression is controlled as far as mean differences are 
concerned, no matter how extreme the group is on pretest 
scores* if both experimental and control groups are randomly 
assigned from the pool of the same extremes. . . .
Selection is ruled out as an explanation of the difference 
to the extent that randomization has assured group equality at 
time R. . . .
The data made available by Design 4 make it possible to 
tell whether mortality offers a plausible explanation of the 
°1— °2 gain. . . .
The factors of internal invalidity which have been 
described so far have been factors which directly affect 0 
scores. . . . The threats to external validity, on the other 
hand* can be called interaction effects, involving X and some 
other variable. They thus represent a potential specificity of 
the effects of X to some undesirably limited set of conditions. . . .
Interaction of testing and X. In discussion of experimental 
design per se, the threat of the pretest to external validity was 
first presented by Solomon (1949). . . .
The effect of the pretest upon X as it restricts external 
validity is of course a function of the extent to which such 
repeated measurements are characteristic of the universe to 
which one wants to generalize. . . .
Interaction of selection and X. While Design 4 controls 
for the effects of selection at the level of explaining away 
experimental and control group differences* there remains the 
possibility that the effects validly demonstrated hold only for
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that unique population from which the experimental and 
control groups were jointly selected . . . .
Other interactions with X. In parallel fashion, the 
interaction of X with the other factors can be examined as 
threats to external validity. Differential mortality would 
be a product of X rather than interactive with it. . . .^1
Educational researchers are often confronted with samples 
involving one or more predictor scores. Using these predictors one 
should be able to account for much of the individual difference 
variance (subjects within groups variance). A procedure for making 
use of predictor scores to reduce the estimate of random error is 
provided by using the analysis of covariance.
22Suppose Kl and K2 are two treatment groups (Figure 6).
The scatterplot of their dependent variable scores (Y) and 
their predictor scores (X) shows that the correlation between 
the two is high.
If the predictor measure is ignored the variability 
within the Kl and K2 distributions is seen to be quite large. 
If, however, instead of basing the variance estimator for 
random error on the deviations of the Y scores from the Y 
mean, it is based on the deviations from the Y-on-X regression 
line, then the estimate of error variance is much smaller.
This latter estimate is called the standard error of estimate. 
The new null hypothesis is: the regression lines are not
significantly far apart when compared with the deviations of 
scores about the regression lines. Since the regression line, 
is mathematically determined to pass through the mean of both 
the criterion and the predictor variables, this null is 
equivalent to the null for the difference between means.
Following are two groups with five pairs of scores each.
Kl K2
X Y X Y
2 1 2 5
3 3 3 7
6 5 6 6
5 7 5 8
8 9 8 10
^Campbell and Stanley, op. cit., pp. 13-20.
^Latrd Heal, "Covariance Notes" (Nashville, Tennessee: George 
Peabody College, 1969), p. 1. (Mimeographed.)
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High
Y
Criterion
measure
0
Distribution of Y scores
about the Kl and K2 Regression Lines
Mean of Kl
Mean of K2
High
X
Predictor Measure
Figure 6
A Scatterplot of Dependent Variables and Predictor Scores 
of Two Treatment Groups
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The general strategy is to:
(1) calculate the sums of the squared criterion and 
predictor scores and also the sum of the cross 
products for each group and for all groups combined;
(2 ) calculate the predictor and criterion sums for 
squares and deviation cross products for the total 
set of scores and for the scores within each group;
(3) calculate the pooled within-groups regression co­
efficient;
(4) calculate the adjusted total sum of squares, the 
adjusted between groups sum of squares;
(5) calculate the adjusted m e a n s . 23
1. ZX, ZY, ZX2, ZY2, ZXY for each cell and for all cells
ZX ZY ZX2 ZY2 ZXY
Kl 24 25 138 165 148
K2 24 36 138 274 187
Total 48 61 276 439 335
2a. EX2, ZY2, ZXY (Total)
ZX2Tot = z (X - X)2 = ZX2 - .(ffi.2 k = no. of groups
nk
ZY2Tot = 2 (Y - Y)2 = ZY2 ---
nk
ZXYTot = E (XY - XY) = ZXY -
(EX) (ZY) 
nk
ZX Tot " 276 - <*S>-2-  =45.6(5)(2)
ZY2Tot = 439 -
(61)2 
(5)(2)
= 66.9
ZXYTnt. = 335 - (4-8) (61) = 42.2
TOt (5)(2)
^Ibid., pp. 1-2.
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2b. EX2, EY2, EXY (within) 
EX2 . = EX2 - (ek)Lw
+ (ex)£2 + . . A
n per cell J
ei2 . „ 2 .  / « * > U  * <^>k2
w
EXY., = EXY - w
per cell 
(EX) (EY)kl + (EX) (EY)k2
n per cell
Ex£ = 276 - (24)2 +■ -(-24)2 = 45
SY2 = 439 - (2.5)1 .±JL3.6,)2 = 54.8
5
EXYw = 335 - (24A(25)„t (24) (3,6) = 42>2
3a. bYXrj t = = .925
^ ot EX t 45.6
EXYW ,2 2 
3b. bYX„ = — -f- = = .925
^  EXJ 45.6
4a. SSTot - adj = EY,£ - (bT) (EXYT)
ssTot " adJ = 66.9 - (.925)(42.2) = 27.86
4” ' SSw-adj = ZY» " (b»)
= 54.8 - (.925) (42.2)
= 15.76
4c. SSg - adj = SS^Qt _ acjj - SSW - adj 
= 27.86 - 15.76
=  12.10
The analysis of covariance summary is as follows
Source df SS
Groups 1 12.10
Sbs/Gps(ad1) 7 15.76
Total 8 27.86
Pooled within 
groups regression (1) (39.04)
The Solomon Four-Group Design (5.0). While Design 4 
is more used, Design 5, the Solomon (1949) Four-Group 
Design, deservedly has higher prestige and represents the 
first explicit consideration of external validity factors. 
The design is as follows:
R ox x  o2
R °3  °4
R x  o5
R 06
By paralleling the Design 4 elements (0^ through O4 ) with 
experimental and control groups lacking the pretest, both 
the main effects of testing and the interaction of testing 
and X are determinable. In this way, not only is 
generalizability increased, but in addition, the effect of 
X is replicated in,four different fashions: 02 0^,
0? ®4» O5 0g, and 0^ O3 . The actual instabilities
of experimentation are such that if these comparisons are 
in agreement, the strength of the inference is greatly 
increased., Another indirect contribution to the generali­
zability of experimental findings is also made, in that 
through experience with Design 5 in any given research 
area one learns the general likelihood of testing-by-X 
interactions, and thus is better able to interpret past 
and future Design 4s. In a similar way, one can note 
(by comparison of 0g with 0i and O3) a combined effect 
of maturation and history.23
24lbid., pp. 3-5.
^Campbell and Stanley, op. cit., pp. 24-25.
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Analysis of variance (5.1). The analysis of variance 
refers to a means of testing whether or not two sample 
variabilities differ. Variance is an index of variability. 
It is the square of the standard deviation of a population 
of scores. (MS) Mean square is a sample variance. It is 
an unbiased estimator of the population from which the 
sample was drawn. Computationally, it is the sum.of the 
squared deviations of scores about their mean divided by 
one less than the number of these scores:
F-ratio is a statistic. It is the ratio of two mean 
squares of samples drawn randomly and independently from 
the same normally distributed population.
It is distributed with a mean of approximately 1.0 and 
is skewed to the right. There are really a family of these 
distributions. The F distribution that fits a particular 
pair of mean squares depend upon the degrees of freedom of 
both the numerator MS and the denominator MS.
If the F-ratio is unusually large, having less than 
five percent chance of occurring under the assumptions 
implied above, then the decision is usually made to reject 
the null; i.e. The decision is made that the mean squares 
came from different populations.
Application to test differences in sample variances:
One way to apply the F-test is to compare the variance 
estimators from two samples of scores to test the null 
hypothesis that these two mean squares came from the same 
population:
Sample 1:
SS = Sum of squared deviations of scores about the mean
2.
SS _ Sum of Squares 
df - degrees of freedom
e.g.
Sample 1 
1 
2 
3 
6
Sample 2 
1 
5 
_9 
15
n
SSi - -(I)2 + (2)2 + (3)2 - -£|I2= 14 - 12 = 2
SS2 = (l)2 + (5)2 + (9)2 - = 107 - 75 = 32
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df - degrees of freedom = number of scores minus 1 
dfx - 3 - 1 - 2 
df2 = 3 - 1 = 2
" i . - S M - 1
It is conventional to put the numerically large MS in the 
numerator of the F-ratio.
F = « £ 2 , l i = 1 6
MS! 1
Referring to the F table, F (2,2) q5 = 19.0 Numerator of
d.f. indexed at the top of the tafcle. Denqmonator d.f. 
indexed at the side of the table.
These M.S.'s do not differ significantly. If the F had 
exceeded 19, the null would have been rejected and the 
decision made to accept the alternative decision that MSi 
and MS2 were from different populations. Applications to 
test differences among means: While the preceding example
shows one use of the F statistic, it does not illustrate 
its most common use, which is to make a ratio of two 
variance estimators that are taken from independent parts 
of the same set of scores. The ordinary procedure is to 
separate the variability that can be attributed to inter­
ventions or treatments from variability that can be 
attributed to random fluctuations within treatments: Thus,
an F-ratio is constructed:
„ = MS Between Treatments 
MS Within Treatments
For example, if the prior example is considered as an 
experiment with two groups, the variability within groups 
would be pooled from the two groups' M S's as follows:
SS, + sSo
MS pooled within treatments =* df^ + df2
2 + 3 2  34
2 + 2 “ 4
= 8.5
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The SS Between is equal to the sum of squared deviations of 
the group mean about the grand mean, adjusted for the sta­
bility of sampling, or
SS Between = (n per group) e(X - X)2
= jxf 1M12= lil2+ irnf _ 121if
n per gp NTotai 3 3 6
= 13.5
df Between = # gps - 1 = 2 -  1 = 1
„ . SSBetween 13.5MS Between = —  = 13 .5
“^Between i
When an F-ratio is needed to test a Between versus Within null 
hypothesis, it is conventional to have the MSg in the numerator. 
The denominator in this context is often called the error term 
or error variance.
MSx> 1 q c
F -  4  8^  -  1-588
F (1, 4)>05 = 7.71
The two groups do not differ significantly. The 2-group 
F-test (ldf in the numerator) is equivalent to a t-test for 
independent groups. (F = t^ )
Xl - X2
EX"
2 - 5
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-3
F B s s 34 = (6) (9)
6 34
= 1.588
Total Mean Square: One way to look at the MSg and MSy is
to consider them as independent parts of the total variance 
estimator. The MS (total) is the sum of the squared deviations 
of all scores about the mean.
MS = 1 iX ~ *)2
^  - "Total
• U ) 2 + (2)2 + (3)2 + (l)2 + (5)2 + (9)2 -
= 47.5 
dfT = 6 - 1 = 5
In order for MSg and MS^ to be independent the following 
must hold:
SSf = SSg + SSjj
dfj = dfg = dfw
It is often convenient to calculate the SST first and 
then get the SS^ by subtracting the SSg from it. Similarly
dfw = dfij - dfg
Thus:
MSW - SSl " SSB
dfj - dfg
Note that independent mean squares are pooled by adding 
numerators and denominators separately.
For communication, it is often useful to present a 
summary of analysis of variance c a l c u l a t i o n s : 26
Source df SS MS F
Between 1 13.5 13.5 1.588
Within 4 34.0 8.5
Total 5 47.5
Single classification analysis of variance with multiple 
groups and/or trials (5.1.1).
General Pescription27
a. This program performs analysis of variance with 
multiple groups and/or trials. The number of 
subjects need not be the same for all cells, and, 
if desired, zeros and blanks may be treated as 
missing data.
b. The output consists of:
(1) Cell means.
(2) Analysis of variance table including source, 
sum of squares, degrees of freedom, mean 
square, F-ratio, and probability of chance 
occurrence.
(3) Number of subjects with complete data (if zeros 
and blanks are treated as missing data).
c. Limitations:
(1) The number of dependent variables may not exceed 
10.
(2) The number of groups may not exceed 10.
(3) The number of trials may not exceed 10.
(4) The number of subjects in any group may not
exceed 32,767.
d. Estimation of running time:
Number of seconds = 45 + C/2 + 5V where 
C = total number of cards for all subjects.
V = number of dependent variables.
26Laird W. Heal, "ANOVA Lecture Notes" (Nashville, Tennessee 
George Peabody College, 1969), pp. 1-8. (Mimeographed.)
2?Hogge and Picklesimer, op. cit., p. 26.
Order of Cards in Job Deck^
a. //JOB Card
b. //XEQ ON Card
c. Account Card
d. Program deck including 1130 FORMAT Card
e. Parameter-Title Card
f. Missing Data Signal Card (Optional)
g. Group Control Card
h. Data Cards
(Repeat g. and h. for each group of subjects)
i. //XEQ OFF Card 
• j. Blank Card
Card Preparation29
d. Program Deck including 1130 FORMAT Card.
The program deck should include required system cards 
except the //JOB Card, //XEQ ON Card, Account Card, and 
//XEQ OFF Card. The 1130 FORMAT Card is inserted in the 
' program deck after the card which contains the comment: 
INSERT 1130 FORMAT CARD NEXT.
e. Parameter-Title Card.
Col. 1-2 Number of dependent variables.
Col. 3-4 Number of groups (set equal to 1
if repeated measures analysis of 
variance on a single group is 
desired).
Col. 5-6 Number of trials (set equal to 1
if single classification analysis 
of variance without repeated 
measures is desired).
28ibidi, pp. 26-27. 
29ibid., pp. 27-28.
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Col. 7 Missing data card signal:
1 if missing data signal card 
follows Parameter-Title Card, or
0 if inspection for missing data 
is not desired.
Col. 8-80 Alphanumeric Title.
Note: All entries in parameter fields must be right-
justified.
f. Missing Data Signal Card.
Beginning with column 1, each dependent variable is 
assigned a single-column signal (where the column number 
corresponds to the dependent variable number):
0 if zero scores and blank fields are to be considered 
valid scores, or
1 if zero scores and blank fields are to signify missing 
data.
When multiple trials are part of a design and the missing 
data signal for a dependent variable = 1, a subject must 
have valid scores for all trials to be included in the 
analysis for that dependent variable.
g. Group Control Card .
Col. 1-5 Number of subjects in the group
(right-justified).
Col. 6-80 Alphanumeric Group Title.
h. Data Cards.
The sample size may be different from group to group, but 
the number of dependent variables must be the same for all 
groups.
References
The present program is based on Veldman's Program ANOVAR in
Veldman, D. J. Fortran Programming for the Behavioral Sciences. 
New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1967. Pp. 247-257.
The statistical procedure is discussed in
Winer, B. J. Statistical Principles in Experimental Design.
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1962. Pp. 46-138.
Regression analysis for raw data (5.1.2).
General Description
a. This program computes means, sigmas, Pearson
product-moment correlations, regression equations, 
and F tests for comparison of R-squares of selected 
regression equations.
The output consists of:
(1) Means (optional)
(2) Sigmas (optional)
(3) Correlation matrix (optional)
For each regression equation:
(4) Beta weights
(5) Raw score (b) weights
(6) Regression constant
(7) Multiple R
(8) Multiple R-squared
(9) Iteration sequence (optional)
For each F test:
(10) Degrees of Freedom
(11) F-ratio
(12) R-squares of two equations
(13) Probability of chance occurrence of F ratio
c. Limitations:
(1) The number of variables (all criteria and pre­
dictors) may not exceed 40.
(2) The number of subjects may not exceed 9,999.
(3) The number of equations may not exceed 35.
d. Estimation of running time:
Number of seconds = 45 + CV/10 + V2/20 + E + T where
c = number of data cards
V = number of variables
E = number of equations
T = number of F tests
Order of Cards in Job Deck
a. //JOB T Card
b. //XEQ ON Card
c. Account Card
d. Program deck including 1130 FORMAT Card
e. Parameter-Title Card 
£. Data Cards
g. Model Card(s)
h. F Test Card(s)
i. //XEQ OFF Card 
j. Blank Card
Card Preparation
d. Program deck including 1130 FORMAT Card.
The program deck should include all required system 
cards except the //JOB T Card, //XEQ ON Card, Account 
Card, and //XEQ OFF Card.
The 1130 FORMAT Card must specify only variable fields 
in F notation. Use X notation to skip each subject's 
identification field. The 1130 FORMAT Card is inserted 
in the program deck after the card which contains the 
comment: INSERT 1130 FORMAT CARD NEXT.
e. Parameter-Title Card.
Col. 1-2 Number of variables (all criteria
and predictors)
Col. 3-6 Number of subjects
Col. 7-8 Number of equations (models)
Col. 9-10 Number of F tests
Col. 11 If a one (1) is punched in this
column, means, sigmas, and the 
correlation matrix will be printed.
Col. 12-80 Alphanumeric Title.
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f. Data Cards.
Data are symbolized by X.., where i refers to subject, 
and j refers to variable.
The number of variables must be the same for all 
subjects.
g. Model Card(s).
This card (one for each regression equation) describes 
a regression equation or 'regression model.'
Col. 1-2 Model number. This entry is the
number of the model in its order 
of appearance.
Col. 3-4 Number of criterion variable (in
serial order of input).
Col. 5 If a one (1) is punched in this
column, the iteration sequence 
will be printed.
Col. 6-8 Blank.
Col. 9-10 Number of predictor-group
specifications to follow 
(maximum = 14).
Col. 11 Blank.
Col. 12-15, The first two digits designate the
17-20, first variable of a group and the
22-25, etc. last two digits designate the last
variable of the same group. Note 
that a blank column appears between 
predictor-group specifications.
Examples (b • blank, and each example portrays the portion 
of the model card beginning in column 12):
0203b0507b0909 specifies the following variables as 
predictors: 2, 3, 5, 6 , 7, and 9. In this case,
columns 9-10 = 03.
0121 specifies variables 1 through 21 as predictors. In 
this case, columns 9-10 = 01.
h. F test Card(s).
This card (one for each F test) specifies two regression 
equations whose R-squares are to be compared in an F test.
Col. 1-5 Model number (i.e., position in 
order of appearance) of larger 
equation or 'full model.'
Col. 6-10 Model number of smaller equation or 
'restricted model.'
Col. 11-15 Numerator degrees of freedom.
Col. 16-20 Denominator degrees of freedom.
Col. 21-80 Alphanumeric Title.
To test a model against zero (i.e., to test the sig­
nificance of a single regression equation), leave columns 
6-10 blank.
Degrees of Freedom. If 
N = number of subjects,
i = number of predictors in the full model or larger 
equation, and 
j = number of predictors in the restricted model or 
smaller equation,
then, for most problems,
numerator degrees of freedom = i - j, and denominator 
degrees of freedom = N - i - 1.
When some predictors can be expressed as linear combi­
nations of others, the computation of the degrees of 
freedom is more complicated. In such cases, see p. 106 
of Bottenbert and Ward (below).30
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New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1967. Pp. 295-307.
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The Posttest-only Control Group Design (6.0). While 
the pretest is a concept deeply embedded in the thinking of 
research workers in education and psychology, it is not 
actually essential to true experimental designs. . . .
Within the limits of confidence stated by the tests of sig­
nificance, randomization can suffice without the pretest . . . . 
Its form is as follows:
R X 0j_
R 02
The design can be considered as the two last groups of the 
Solomon Four-Group Design, and it can be seen that it controls 
for testing as main effect and interaction, but unlike Design 
5 it does not measure them. However, such measurement is tan­
gential to the central question of whether or not X did have 
an effect . . . •
In the repeated-testing setting of much educational 
research, if appropriate antecedent variates are available, 
they should certainly be used for blocking or leveling, or as 
covariates. . . .
Many problems exist for which pretests are unavailable, 
inconvenient, or likely to be reactive, and for such purposes 
the legitimacy of Design 6 still needs emphasis in many 
quarters. In addition to studies of the mode of teaching 
novel subject materials, a large class of instances remains 
in which (1) the X and posttest 0 can be delivered to students 
or groups as a single natural package, and (2) a pretest 
would be awkward. Such settings frequently occur in research 
on testing procedures themselves, as in studies of different 
instructions, different answer-sheet formats, et cetera.
Studies of persuasive appeals for volunteering, et cetera are 
similar. Where student anonymity must be kept, Design 6 is 
usually the most convenient. In such cases, randomization is 
handled in the mixed ordering of materials for distribution.31
2x2x2 Factorial Analysis of Variance (6.1). An experiment 
has been done in which 16 males and 16 females are either given 
a driving course (T) or not (NT), there being 8 in each sub­
group. Half of the subjects in each of these subgroups is in 
the top quartile of a motor coordination test and the other 
half in the bottom quartile (C vs. UC). The dependent variable 
was the students' performance on a driver's test that was given 
at the end of the course (or at the same time, in the case of 
the nontrained (NT) groups).
^Campbell and Stanley, op. cit., pp. 25-26.
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Male Female
C UC C UC
4 3 7 3
T 4 2 9 2
1 6 11 5
7 2 10 1
NT 7 2 3 3
1 5 4 1
8 2 4 4
7 1 2 0
Do an analysis of variance of these data partitioning 
the between sum of squares (and df) into the traditional 
2x2x2 partition (one effect for each of 7 df).
Hint: Find the coefficients for main effects; cross-
multiply these sets to find the coefficients for the three 
double-order interactions and then multiply all.three sets 
together to find the coefficients.
Evaluate the status of each of the 7 hypotheses implied 
by the design. The analysis of this design proceeds in the 
same way as that for a simple randomized groups factorial 
design. There are eight groups, making several df for treat­
ments. Because each treatment factor was two levels, the 
design allows for each degree of freedom to be associated 
with a single effect or hypothesis.
Source Null Hypothesis
A yAl - Pa2 1
B yBl - Pb2 1
C yCi = yc2 1
AB yAlBl + yA2B2 = Pa1b2 + yA2Bi
AC yAlCl + yA2C2 = yA1C2 + yA2Cl
BC PB1C1 + yB2C2 " Pa1C2 + yA2C^
ABC
SBS/ABC
Total
yAlBlcl + ’Ja1b2c 2 + Pa2b1c 2 + PA2b2c 1 = 
• 1JA^B1C2 + ^ A j B ^  + ->1A2B1C1 + yA2B2C2
24
31
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Degrees of freedom and sum of squares can be computed 
in the conventional way.
Thus
_ (62)2 (69)2 (131)2 .. . „
SSS +  32--1-53
.. _ (77) . (%)■<■ (131) _ ,, „SST _ --------------16.53
ssSxI cells = 1 2 2 2 1 + 1 2 2 2 1 + 1 * 2 2 1 + 1 2 1 2 1 - 1 1 2 1 1 1 , 48.09
8 8 8 8 32
SSst = SSSxT cells “ sssex " SST = 48.09 - 1.53 - 16.53 = 30.03
Other two-way interactions would be calculated similarly. The 
three-way interaction SS would be calculated by subtracting all 
other sums of squares from the SSgxc cells.
The SSTotal would equal EX2 - —
The SSSBS/ABC would equal SSTotal - S S ^  cells
Because there is one df for each effect, it is possible to 
calculate sums of squares for each hypothesis (effect, df). The 
weights and calculations are as follows:
s T c S T s C . ST . sc TC STC ST/C ST/U
M T c 16 +1 „ +1 . +1 . +1 , +1 + . +1 +si u 13 +1 , +1 t -1 . +1 , - , - . -1 +
N c 23 +1 . -1 . +1 ; - i + . -1
u 10 , +1 . -1 . -1 , - i - + . +1 -
T c 37 -1 +1 +1 . - l + , -1u 11 . -1 ' +1 , -1 - l + - . +1 -r
N c 13 . -1 . -1 +1 + i _ . +1 +
u 8 -1 -1 , -1 + i ' + + . -1 +
z (W)(X) .
62 
. 69
77
54
89
42
50
81
56
73
' 71 
60
50
. 81
29
60
’ 21 
21
Z(W)(EX)2.
D
D 2
7
, 49
23 
. 529
47
2209
31
961
15
225
11
,121
31 
. 961
31
961
21
21
SS 1.53 16.53 69.03 30.03 7.03 3.78 30.03 60.06
SS
Between
157.96
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The summary for this analysis is as follows:
Source df SS MS F
Sex 1 1.53 1.53
Training 1 16.53 16.53 4.02
Coord 1 69.03 69.03 16.77 < .01
ST 1 30.03 30.03 7.30 A o
SC 1 7.03 7.03 1.71
TC 1 3.78 3.78
STC 1 30.03 30.03 7.30 < .01
(Between Cells) (7) . (157.97)
Within 24 98.75 4.11
Total 31 256.72
There is clearly a significant effect due to 
coordination, a significant interaction of sex by 
training, and a triple-order (ABC) interaction.32
Sex by training by coordination interaction. This 
pattern of results is an interpretive nightmare. The 
S x T interaction indicates that training had different 
effects on different sexes. However, this interpretation 
must be qualified by the significance of the three-way 
interaction which indicates that the S x T interaction is 
different at different levels of C.
There are at least three conventional ways to deal with 
significant interactions:
(1) plot dates with no further analysis;
(2) Repartition significant effects in order to simplify 
the hypotheses that are posed; or
(3) use multiple t-tests or some more conservative variation 
of multiple t's in order to test all means against all 
other.
Plotting significant effects: It is conventional to plot
significant effects with the dependent variable on the
32Heal, op. cit., pp. 28-32.
vertical axis and the independent variable on the hori­
zontal. The interpretation that would be made simply 
from plotting the effects would be that coordinated subjects 
did better than uncoordinated subjects; training.produced 
improvement in females but, if anything, produced.a decrement 
in males; and finally, the relative advantage of-training for 
females held mainly for coordinated subjects and not for 
untrained subjects.
Repartitioning total mean square: If there is a ST inter­
action, then the two sexes must respond differently to 
different training procedures. A very straightforward 
statistical way of dealing with this interaction would be 
to ask about the two training effects for the two sexes
separately. The comparison of simple effects (T/M and T/F)
involves two degrees of freedom. In general, it will 
involve the number of degrees of freedom for the first 
factor times the number levels of the second factor.
These new variance estimators are derived from
repartition of the main effect of the first (T) and the 
interaction of the first with the second (TS). Thus, in 
general
dfA + dfAB = dfA/B1 + dfA/B2 + ° * * + dfA/Bb
and
ssA +  ssab = ssA /B i +  ssa /B 2  +  . . . +  ssA/Bfa
The sums of squares for these simple effects are calculated 
as follows:
SS_, = (48)2 + (21)2 _ (69)2 ^ /|5 5
T/F 8 8 16
or, if there is only one df, the weights can be used.
(48 - 21)2 (27)2
(8) (2) "'16 =
SST/M = (29)2, + (33)2 _ 162f_ = 1>00
T/M (8)tl8) 16
Thus, training produced a significant difference for 
females but not for males.
Note that 45.63 + 1.00 is equal to 16.53 + 30.03. Thus, 
the new partition uses the same overall variance as the 
original T and ST effects.
The effect of training within females is significant, 
F(l,24) “ 11.10, whereas that for males is not, F(l,24) < 1.00. 
The interpretation placed on these simple effects is thus 
parallel to that resulting from a graph. Training was 
effective for females but not for males.
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While these calculations demonstrate the use of ‘simple 
effects, 1 the present situation calls for something more com­
plicated. As noted above, the interpretation of the TSC 
interaction is that the TS interaction is different for 
different levels of C. To refine this interpretation we. 
could repartition TS and TSC into TS/C and TS/U. This par­
tition would indicate whether or not the TS interaction was 
significant for coordinated individuals, for uncoordinated 
individuals, or for both. However, this partition does not 
break down the TS interaction.
In complex cases like the present one, it is sometimes 
desirable to make both the TS and TSC re-partitions simul­
taneously. Thus, the T, TS, TC, and TSC effects from the 
original analysis can be re-partitioned into T vs. N/M/'C,
T vs. N/M/U, T vs. N/F/C, and T vs. N/F/U. The calculation of 
these simple effects is the same as the others.
SST vs. N/M/C = + -t— P-- = = 6.125
or using weights
SST vs. N/M/C - ^(2)(4) 3 ^2 = 8" = 6,125 
Similarly:
SST vs. N/M/U = ^(2)(4)0 "^ = 8~ = 1,125
SSX vs. N/F/C = 72^00
SST vs. N/F/U = ~t F ~~ =— = 1.125i (2) (4) =====
Thus, these two interactions can be traced to the simple 
finding that Training helps coordinated females but not un­
coordinated females or either kind of males.
Checking that the new partition is equivalent to the 
original partition,33
SSt/M/C + SSt/m /U + SSt/f/C + SSx/f/U = SST + SSXg + SSXc + ssXsc
6.125 + 1.125 +  72.00 + 1.125 = 16.53 + 30.03 + 3 .78 + 30.03 = 80.37
33ibid., pp. 33-38.
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Quasi-Experimental Designs
The Time-Series Experiment (7.0). The essence of the 
time-series design is the presence of a periodic measurement 
process on some group or individual and the introduction of 
an experimental change into this time series of measurements 
the results of which are indicated by a discontinuity in the 
measurements recorded in the time series. It can be diagramed 
thus:
Of O2 03 0^ X O3 Og Oy Og
The failure to control history is the most definite 
weakness of Design 7. That is, the rival hypothesis exists 
that not X but some more or less simultaneous event produced 
the shift. It is upon the plausibility of ruling out such 
extraneous stimuli that credence in the interpretation of 
this experiment in any given instance must rest. . . .  In 
many situations in which Design 7 might be used, the experi­
menter could plausibly claim experimental isolation in the. 
sense that he was aware of the possible rival events that 
might cause such a change and could plausibly discount the 
likelihood that they explained the effect.
Among other extraneous variables which might for con­
venience be put into history are the effects of weather and 
the effects of season. Experiments of this type are apt to 
extend over time periods that involve seasonal changes and, 
as in the studies of worker output, the seasonal fluctuations 
in illumination, weather, et cetera, may be confounded with the 
introduction of experimental change. Perhaps best also included 
under history, although in some sense akin to maturation, would 
be periodical shifts in the time series related to institutional 
customs of the group, such as the weekly work-cycles, pay-period 
cycles, examination periods, vacations, and student festivals. 
The observational series should be arranged to hold known cycles 
constant, or else be long enough to include several such cycles 
in their entirety.
Many hypotheses invoking changes in instrumentation would 
lack a specific rationale for expecting the instrument error 
to occur on this particular occasion, as opposed to earlier 
ones. . . .  In most instances, to preserve the interpret- 
ability of a time-series, it would be better to continue to 
use a somewhat antiquated device rather than to shift to a new 
instrument.
Regression effects are usually a negatively accelerated 
function of elapsed time and are therefore implausible as 
explanations of an effect at O5 greater than the effects at 
02> O3 , and O4 . Selection as a source of main effects is 
ruled out in both this design and in Design 2, if the same 
specific persons are involved at all Os. . . .
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Regarding external validity, it is clear that the 
experimental effect might well be specific to those popu­
lations subject to repeated testing. . . .
It also seems imperative that the X be specified before 
examining the outcome of the time series. . . .
The prevalence of this design in the more successful 
sciences should give us some respect for it, yet we should 
remember that the facts of 'experimental isolation* and 
'constant conditions' make it more interpretable for them 
than for us. It should also be remembered that, in their 
use of it, a single experiment is never conclusive. . . .34
Reliability (7.1). Reliability is consistency. If a 
particular test yields the same score every time it is 
administered, it is said to be reliable. There are two 
mathematically related ways to measure reliability. First, 
a reliability is the correlation between pairs of scores on 
the same individuals on two occasions.
For example, an index to the reliability or consistency 
of four subjects from one occasion to another could be obtained 
by correlation of their scores from the two occasions:
0 l 02 E 0 l °1°2 02
S1 2 3 5 4 6 9
S2 4 6 10 16 24 36
S3 1 2 3 1 2 4
S4 0 3 3 0 0 9
EX 7 14 21 21 32 58
EX2 21 58 143
n E O ^  - EOx Z02
r°l°2 = ^
(EOi)2] [ nZO* - (IQ;?)2 ]
^^Campbell and Stanley, op. cit., pp. 37-42.
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(4)(32) - (7)(14)_________________________
y  [ (4)(21) - (7)(7) ] [  (4)(58) - (14)(14) ]
/
!---- = .845
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Second, reliability can be seen as an index of the extent 
to which subjects interact with occasions in an analysis of 
variance sense. If subject X occasions interactions that are 
small relative to individual differences among subjects, then 
their scores are seen as reliable. Thus, in the preceding 
example:
S c  _  16.37
5SBS - 2 2
ssb _ (7)2 + (14)2 _ (21)24 2 *
. (21)2
SSTot = 21 + 58 " —  = 79,0 " 55,12 = 23,88
SSoxsbs - 23.88 - 16.37 - 6.13
16.37 _ 1.38
_ _ MSsbs ~ MSsbsxO = _ 3_______!_
MSsbs + MSsbsx0 + 1^18
Thus, the correlation between two sets of scores is mathe­
matically equivalent to the ratio of the MS between score pairs 
minus the MS for the Pairs x Occasions divided by the MS Pairs 
plus the MSpxo. In other words, the reliability indexes the 
amount of variability between subjects after adjustments are 
made for inconsistencies within subjects from occasion 1 to 
occasion 2. It is clear that these ’occasions’ can be raters, 
so that the reliability of raters can be estimated on alternate 
test forms, so that the reliability of alternate forms can be 
estimated. The analysis of variance approach to reliability has 
two features that are not offered by the correlational approach. 
First, several occasions can be used, and the reliability index 
per occasion or per n occasions can be calculated.
Suppose, in the second case, that there are two raters for 
each of the two occasions for each of ten subjects. The analysis 
of variance summary would be:
14.99
17.75 = .845
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R x 0 
R x 0 x S
SBS
Raters
R x S 
Occasions 
0 x S
9
1
9
1
9
1
9
39
rRaters
Given that one rater might be more lenient than another, 
are subjects seen to have consistent individual differences by 
two raters?
Given that raters might change their sets on two occasions 
(RxO), raters might vary in leniency (R), and one occasion 
might produce better performance than another (0), are these
effects consistent?^
^Laird Heal, "Reliability Notes" (Nashville, Tennessee: 
George Peabody College, 1969), pp. 37-40. (Mimeographed.)
msSBS " MS0xS
'Occasions " MSsbs + MS0xS
Given that one occasion might give better performance 
than another, do subjects maintain consistent individual 
differences on the two occasions?
M£>RxO ~ ^ S r x O x s
rRx0 " MSRx0 + MSRx0x S
Chapter 2
ADVANCED RESEARCH DESIGNS AND METHODS FOR 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATORS
In this study, a major distinction was made between a prac­
titioner and a basic researcher. The purpose of the basic researcher 
is to develop theory and create new knowledge. A practitioner applies 
research methodology and theory to the resolution of immediate and 
practical problems. While it is generally agreed that theory can 
suggest what variables are important in undertaking to solve an 
applied research problem, the development of theory, the initial design 
of research techniques, and verification of theory are not the province 
of most educational administrators or field practitioners of research.
Various types of research activities and their relationship to 
educational administration from project development to demonstration 
have been suggested as appropriate program components in the training 
of educational researchers. Table 2 summarizes three categories of 
research which contribute to both basic and applied problems. The 
practitioner and the basic researcher may use any or all of the three 
types of research described in Table 2.
The first chapter of the second volume of this study outlines 
program components for those planning to be practicing school adminis­
trators or consumers of research. Research designs and program com­
ponents which follow in this chapter are presented for those planning 
to pursue a more in-depth study of basic educational research.
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Table 2
Types of Research and Their Relationship 
to Educational Innovation*
ANALYTIC DESCRIPTIVE EXPERIMENTAL
Purpose
Methods
To derive relation­
ships within a de­
ductive system
To describe existing 
conditions
Deductive, mathe- Correlations, sur-
matical, historical veys, case studies, 
philosophical, legal direct observation, 
linguistic cross cultural,
growth studies
To test cas­
ual relation­
ships
Comparison of 
experimental 
and non­
experiment a 1 
groups by 
systematically 
varying con­
ditions
Relation
to
Innovation
Points out assump­
tions and possible 
consequences of 
proposed changes; 
useful in estab­
lishing criteria
Describes currently 
existing conditions 
so that they can be 
modified later
Shows the 
effects of a 
proposed 
innovation
*Gilbert Sax, Empirical Foundations of Educational Research 
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1968), p. 36.
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Ouasi-Experimental Designs
The Equivalent Time-Samples Design (8.0). The most 
commonly used form of experimental design employs an equiva­
lent sample or control group to provide a baseline against 
which to compare the effects of the experimental variable.
In contrast, a recurrent form of one-group experimentation 
employs two equivalent samples of occasions, in one of which 
the experimental variable is present and in another of which 
it is absent. This design can be diagramed as follows 
(although a random rather than a regular alternation is 
intended):
XjO X00 XjO XqO
This design can be seen as a form of the time-series experiment 
with the repeated introduction of the experimental variable.
The experiment is most useful where the effect of the experi­
mental variable is anticipated to be of transient or reversible 
character. . . .
Most experiments employing this design have used relatively 
few repetitidns of each experimental condition, but the type of 
extension of sampling theory represented by Brunswik (1956) 
calls attention to the need for large, representative, and 
equivalent random samplings of time periods.
As employed by Kerr, Design 8 seems altogether internally 
valid. History, the major weakness of the time-series experi­
ment, is controlled by presenting X on numerous separate 
occasions, rendering extremely unlikely any rival explanation 
based on the coincidence of extraneous events. The other 
sources of invalidity are controlled by the same logic detailed 
for Design 7. With regard to external validity, generalization 
is obviously possible only to frequently tested populations.
The reactive effect of arrangements, the awareness of experi­
mentation, represents a particular vulnerability of this 
experiment. . . . Regarding the interaction between selection 
and X: there is, as usual, the limitation of the generalization 
of the demonstrated effects of X to the particular type of 
population involved.
This experimental design carries a hazard to external 
validity which will be found in all of those experiments in 
this paper in which multiple levels of X are presented to the 
same set of persons. This effect has been labeled 'multiple-X 
interference.1 The effect of X]_, in the simplest situation in 
which it is being compared with Xg, can be generalized only to 
conditions of repetitious and spaced presentations of X^ . . . .
This approach could be applied to a sampling of occasions 
for a single individual.*
Donald T. Campbell and Julian C. Stanley, Experimental and 
Ouasi-Experimental Designs for Research (Chicago: Rand McNally and 
Company, 1968), pp. 43-45,
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The Equivalent Materials Design (9,0). The design may be 
indicated in this fashion:
Maxl° Mcxl° Mdx0° etc*
The Ms indicate specific materials, the sample Ma, Mc, etc., 
being, in sampling terms, equal to the sample Mb, M,j, etc.
The importance of the sampling equivalence of the. two sets 
of materials is perhaps better indicated if the design is 
diagramed in this fashion:
one person Materials Sample A (0) Xq 0
or group Materials Sample B (0) X-^ 0
The Os in parentheses indicate that in some designs a pretest 
will be used and in others not.
Like Design 8, Design 9 has internal validity on ail points, 
and in general for the same reasons. One may note, with regard 
to external validity, that the effects in Design 9, like those 
in all experiments involving repeated measures, may be quite 
specific to persons repeatedly measured. In learning experiments, 
the measures are so much a part of the experimental setting in the 
typical method used today (although not necessarily in J'ost's 
method, in which the practices involved controlled numbers of 
readings of the lists) that this limitation on generalization 
becomes irrelevant. Reactive arrangements seem to be less cer­
tainly involved in Design 9 than in Design 8 because of the 
heterogeneity of the materials and the greater possibility that 
the subjects will not be aware that they are getting different 
treatments at different times for different items. . . .2
The Nonequivalent Control Group Design (10.0). One of the 
most widespread experimental designs in educational research 
involves an experimental group and a control group both given 
a pretest and a posttest, but in which the control group and 
the experimental group do not have pre-experimental sampling 
equivalence. Rather, the groups constitute naturally assembled 
collectives such as classrooms, as similar as availability 
permits but yet not so similar that one can dispense with the 
pretest. The assignment of X to one group or the other is 
assumed to be random and under the experimenter’s control.
_0   X_ __ __ 0 __
0 0
The hypothesis of an interaction between selection and 
maturation will occasionally be tenable even where the groups
2Ibid., pp. 46-47.
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are identical in pretest scores. The commonest of these 
instances will be where one group has a higher rate of 
maturation or autonomous change than the other. Design 14 
offers an extension of 10 which would tend to rule this out.
Regression provides the other major internal validity 
problem for Design 10. This hazard is avoidable, but one 
which is perhaps more frequently tripped over than 
avoided. . . .
The threat of testing to external validity is as presented 
for Design 4. The interaction of selection and X reminds us 
that the effect of X may well be specific to respondents 
selected as the ones in our experiment have been. . . . The 
threat to external validity represented by reactive arrange­
ments is present, but probably to a lesser degree than in 
most true experiments, such as Design 4.^
Counterbalanced Designs (11.0). Under this heading come 
all of those designs in which experimental control is achieved 
or precision enhanced by entering all respondents (or settings) 
into all treatments. Such designs haye been called ^rotation 
experiments,' 'counterbalanced designs,' 'cross-over designs,! 
and 'switch-over designs.' The Latin-square arrangement is 
typically employed in the counterbalancing. Such a Latin 
square is employed in Design 11, diagramed here as a quasi- 
experimental design, in which four experimental treatments are 
applied in a randomized manner in turn to four naturally 
assembled groups or even to four individuals:
Group A
Time 1 
XjO
Time 2
x2o
Time 3
x 3o
Time 4 
x4o
Group B x2o X40 X-jO x3o
Group C x3o x xo x4o x2o
Group D x4o x3o x 2o x xo
. . . The design contains three classifications (groups, 
occasions, and Xs or experimental treatments). Each classifi­
cation is orthogonal to the other two in that each variate of 
each classification occurs equally often (once for a Latin 
square) with each variate of each of the other classifications. 
To begin with, it can be noted that each treatment (each X) 
occurs once and only once in each column and only once in each 
row. The same Latin square can be turned so that Xs become 
row or column heads, e.g.:
3Ibid., pp. 47-50.
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Xl x2 *3 x4
Group A tiO t20 t30 t4o
Group B t30 tl° t4o t20
Group C t2° t4° ti° t30
Group D fc4° t3° t£0 t-jO
Sums of scores by Xs thus are comparable in having each time 
and each group represented in each. The differences in such 
sums could not be interpreted simply as artifacts of the 
initial group differences or of practice effects, history, 
et cetera. Similarly comparable are the sums of the rows 
for intrinsic group differences, and the sums of the columns 
of the first presentation for the differences in occasions. . . .
. . . There are systematic selection factors involved in 
the natural assemblage of the groups. These factors can be 
expected both to have main effects and to interact with his­
tory, maturation, practice effects, et cetera. . . .  A 
second possible source of effects confounded wTith groups is 
that associated with specific sequences of treatments. . . .
Occasions are likely to produce a main effect due to 
repeated testing, maturation, practice, and emulative carry­
overs, or transfer. History is likewise apt to produce effects 
for occasions. The Latin-square arrangement, of course, keeps 
these main effects from contaminating the main effects of Xs. . . .
Like all quasi-experiments, this one gains strength through 
the consistency of the internal replications of the experiment.
The Separate-Sample Pretest-Posttest Design (12.0). The 
design may be diagramed in this way:
R 0 (X)
R X 0
In this paradigm, rows represent randomly equivalent subgroups, 
the parenthetical X standing for a presentation of X irrelevant 
to the argument. One sample is measured prior to the X, and an 
equivalent one subsequent to X. . . . While it has been called 
the 'simulated before-and-after design,' it is well to note its 
superiority over the ordinary before-and-after design (Design 2) 
through its control of both the main effect of testing and the 
interaction of testing with X. The main weakness of the design 
is its failure to control for history. . . .
4Ibid., pp. 50-52.
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. . . Repeating Design 12 in different settings at different 
times, controls for history, in that if the same effect is 
repeatedly found, the likelihood of its being a product of 
coincidental historical events becomes less likely. . . .  By 
replicating the effect under other settings, one can reduce the 
possibility that the observed effect is specific to the single 
population initially selected.
Maturation is unlikely to be invoked as a rival explanation, 
even in a public opinion survey study extending over months. . . .
Instrumentation represents a hazard in this design when 
employed in the sample survey setting. If the same interviewers 
are employed in the pretest and in the posttest, it usually 
happens that many were doing their first interviewing on the 
pretest and are more experienced, or perhaps more critical, on 
the posttest. If the interviewers are aware of the hypothesis, 
and whether or not the X has been delivered, then interviewer 
expectations may create differences. . . .
For pretests and posttests separated in time by several 
months, mortality can be a problem in Design 12. . . .
Perhaps for studies over long periods the pretest and post­
test samples should be selected independently and at appropriately 
different times, although this, too, introduces a source of 
systematic bias resulting from possible changes in the residential 
pattern of the universe as a whole. . . .
It is characteristic of this design that it moves the lab­
oratory into the field situation to which the researcher wishes 
to generalize, testing the effects of X in its natural setting.^
The Separate-Sample Pretest-Posttest Control Group Design 
(13.0). It is expected that Design 12 will be used in those 
settings in which the X, if presented at all, must be presented 
to the group as a whole. If there are comparable (if not equiva­
lent) groups from which X can be withheld, then a control group 
can be added to Design 12, creating Design 13:
R 0 (X)
R X 0
R 0
R 0
As with Design 10, the weakness of Design 13 for internal 
validity comes from the possibility of mistaking for an effect 
of X a specific local trend in the experimental group which is, 
in fact, unrelated. By increasing the number of the social 
units involved (schools, cities, factories, ships, et cetera) 
and by assigning them in some number and with randomization to 
the experimental and control treatments, the one source of 
invalidity can be removed, and a true experiment, like Design 4
^Ibid., pp. 53-54.
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except for avoiding the retesting of specific individuals, 
can be achieved. . . .
This design receives a perfect score for both internal 
and external validity.®
The Multiple-Time-Series Design (14.0). In studies of 
major administrative change by time-series data, the researcher 
would be wise to seek out a similar institution not undergoing 
the X, from which to collect a similar 'control' time series 
(ideally with X assigned randomly):
0 0 0 0X0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
This design contains within it (in the 0s bracketing the X) 
Design 10, the Nonequivalent Control Group Design, but gains in 
certainty of interpretation from the multiple measures plotted, 
as the experimental effect is in a sense twice demonstrated, 
once against the control and once against the pre-X values in 
its own series, as in Design 7. In addition, the selection- 
maturation interaction is controlled to the extent that, if the 
experimental group showed in general a greater rate of gain, it 
would show up in the pre-X 0s. Because maturation is controlled 
for both experimental and control series, by the logic discussed 
in the first presentation of the Time-Series Design 7, the 
difference in the selection of the groups operating in conjunction 
with maturation, instrumentation, or regression, can hardly account 
for an apparent effect. An interaction of the selection difference 
with history remains, however, a possibility.
In general, this is an excellent quasi-experimental design, 
perhaps the best of the more feasible designs. . . J
The Recurrent Institutional Cycle Design: A 'Patched-Up*
Design (15.0). Design 15 illustrates a strategy for field 
research in which one starts out with an inadequate design and 
then adds specific features to control for one or another of 
the recurrent sources of invalidity. The result is often an 
inelegant accumulation of precautionary checks, which lacks the 
intrinsic symmetry of the 'true' experimental designs, but 
nonetheless approaches experimentation. As a part of this 
strategy, the experimenter must be alert to the rival interpre­
tations (other than an effect of X which the design leaves open) 
and must look for analyses of the data, or feasible extensions 
of the data, which will rule these out. Another feature often 
characteristic of such designs is that the effect of X is 
demonstrated in several different manners. This is obviously
6Ibid., p. 55. ^Ibid., pp. 55, 57.
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an important feature where each specific comparison would 
be equivocal by itself.
The specific 'patched-up' design under discussion is 
limited to a narrow set of questions and settings, and 
opportunistically exploits features of these settings. . . .
In idealized form this design is as follows:
Class A X 0^
Class B (>2 X O3
This design combines the 'longitudinal' and 'cross-sectional' 
approaches commonly employed in developmental research. In 
this it is assumed that the scheduling is such that at one 
and the same time a group which has been exposed to X and a 
group which is just about to be exposed to it can be measured; 
this comparison between 0  ^and O2 thus corresponds to the 
Static-Group Comparison, Design 3. Remeasuring the personnel 
of Class B one cycle later provides the One-Group Pretest- 
Posttest segment, Design 2. The cross-sectional comparison 
of 0j_ > O2 provides differences which could not be explained 
by the effects of history or a test-retest effect. The 
differences obtained could, however, be due to differences in 
recruitment from year to year. . . .
The design as represented through measurements 0i to O5 
uniformly fails to control for maturation. The seriousness of 
this limitation will vary depending upon the subject material 
under investigation.
. . .  In such a situation a control for maturation seems 
very essential. For this reason 0g and O7 have been added to 
the design, to provide a cross-sectional test of a general 
maturation hypothesis made on the occasion of the second 
testing period. This would involve testing two groups of 
persons from the general population who differ only in age and 
whose ages were picked to coincide with those of Class B and 
Class C at the time of testing. To confirm the hypothesis of 
an effect of X the groups 0g and O7 should prove to be equal, 
or at least to show less discrepancy than do the comparisons 
spanning exposure to X. . . .
Another cross-sectional approach to the control of matura­
tion may be Available if there is heterogeneity in age (or 
years away from home, etc.) within the population entering 
the institutional cycle. . . .
In the diagrams of Design 15 as presented, it is assumed 
that it would be feasible to present the posttest for one 
group at the same chronological time as the pretest for 
another. This is not always the case in situations where one 
might want to use this design. The following is probably a 
more accurate portrayal of the typical opportunity in the 
school situation:
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Class A X Ox 
Class RO2 X O3
Class B2 R X O4
Class C O5 X
If the cross-sectional and longitudinal comparisons 
indicate comparable effects of X, this could not be explained 
away as an interaction between maturation and the selection 
differences between the classes. Since the X is so complexa 
the investigation is apt to be made for practical reasons 
rather than theoretical purposes, and for these practical 
purposes, it is probably to this one institution that one 
wants to generalize in this case.
Regression-Discontinuity Analysis (16.0). This is a 
design developed in a situation in which ex post facto 
designs were previously used. While very limited in range 
of possible applications, its presentation here seems 
justified as an illustration of the desirability of exploring 
in each specific situation all of the implications of a causal 
hypothesis, seeking novel out-croppings where the hypothesis 
might be exposed to test. . . .
Some of the tests of significance discussed for Design 7 
are relevant here. Note that the hypothesis is clearly one 
of intercept difference rather than slope, and that the 
location of the step in the regression line must be right at 
the X point, no 'lags' or 'spreads' being consistent with the 
hypothesis. Thus parametric and nonparametrie tests avoiding 
assumptions of linearity are usually more plausible for such 
regression data than for time series. This might make a 
t test for the difference between the two linearly extra­
polated points appropriate. Perhaps the most efficient test 
would be a covariance analysis, in which the award-decision 
scores would be the covariate of later achievement, and award 
and no-award would be the treatment.
Is such a design likely to be used? It certainly applies 
to a recurrent situation in which claims for the efficacy of 
X abound. . . .
Because of synchrony of experimental and control group, 
history and maturation seem controlled. Testing as a main 
effect is controlled in that both the experimental and 
control groups have received it. Instrumentation errors 
might be a problem if the follow-up 0 were done under the 
auspices which made the award, in that gratitude for the
8Ibid,, pp. 57-61.
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award and resentment for not receiving the award might lead 
to differing expressions of attitude, differing degrees of 
exaggeration of one's own success in life, et cetera. This 
weakness would also be present in the tie-splitting true 
experiment. It could be controlled by having the follow-ups 
done by a separate agency. It is believed, following the 
arguments above, that both regression and selection are 
controlled as far as their possible spurious contributions 
to inference are concerned, even though selection is biased 
and regression present; both have been controlled through 
representing them in detail, not through equation. Mortality 
would be a problem if the awarding agency conducted the 
follow-up measure, in that award recipients, alumni, et 
cetera, would probably cooperate much more readily than non­
winners. Note how the usually desirable wish of the 
researcher to achieve complete representation of the selected 
sample may be misleading here. . . . For both, the selection- 
maturation interaction threat to internal validity is con­
trolled. For the quasi-experiment, it is controlled in that 
this interaction could not actually explain a distinct dis­
continuity in the regression line at X. The external validity 
threat of a testing-X interaction is controlled to the extent 
that the basic measurements used in the award decision are a 
part of the universe to which one wants to generalize.
Both the tie-breaking true experiment and the regression- 
discontinuity analysis are particularly subject to the external- 
validity limitation of selection-X interaction in that the effect 
has been demonstrated only for a very narrow band of talent,
i.e., only for those at the cutting score.9
Descriptive Research Designs
The Survey. The sample survey is a technique involving 
larger numbers of persons than the case study. It attempts 
to describe population characteristics by selecting an un­
biased sample and generalizing the results of the sample to 
the population from which it is drawn. Often, the population 
is sampled by using questionnaires, although interviews or 
tests may also be used.
Problems of sampling and questionnaire development are two 
essential components of the sample survey. The student should 
remember that the survey is a type of descriptive research in 
which information is obtained from a sample of respondents in 
order to test hypotheses concerning the status of some 
educational problem. An example might be an administrator's 
interest in knowing the attitudes of school board members 
throughout the United States to collective negotiations.
^Ibid., pp. 61-63.
Because of the difficulty of studying an entire population 
of individuals, objects, or methods, the educational researcher 
usually selects samples by methods that attempt to ensure un­
biased, suitably close approximations to the relevant character­
istics of the sampled population.
Ideally, the population to which one plans to generalize 
research findings determines the selection of the sample. In 
actual practice, however, it is usually necessary to limit the 
scope of a population so that it may be sampled.
The process of sampling consists of three phases: (1)
defining the population; (2) drawing a sample from the popu­
lation; and (3) estimating the mean, standard deviation, 
proportion, or other parameter values from knowledge obtained 
from the sample (statistical inference).
A sample is described as being unbiased when elements are 
drawn in some random manner. Unbiased samples approximate 
parameters as additional cases are drawn; biased samples 
consistently overestimate or underestimate parameters.
In simple random sampling, every element in the population 
has an equal probability of being selected. The use of a table 
of random numbers is an efficient and easy way of drawing a 
simple random sample.
With simple random sampling, the standard error of a mean 
is a ratio of the standard deviation to the square root of the 
number of cases minus 1. Thus one can increase the precision 
of the parameter estimate by reducing the variability of the 
sample and/or by increasing the number of cases.
Stratified random sampling involves: (1) dividing a
population into strata; (2) sampling randomly within each 
stratum; and (3) estimating the value of the parameter. The 
major advantage to stratification is that sampling error 
arises only within each stratum and not between different 
strata. In addition, stratification allows the use of 
different methods of drawing samples within each stratum, 
which may help to reduce costs. Methods are available for 
estimating parameters for proportional and disproportional 
stratified sampling. Disproportional sampling requires a 
weighting procedure for estimating parameters; weighting is 
not necessary for proportional stratified sampling.
Systematic sampling is the selection of every nth case 
from a population listing or roster. The principal advantage 
of systematic sampling over simple random sampling is one of 
convenience. The first number should be drawn randomly. The 
major disadvantage to systematic sampling is that it may be 
seriously in error if elements in the population are repeated 
at constant intervals. In addition, standard error formulas 
for systematic samples have not been satisfactorily developed.
In area or cluster sampling major areas or clusters are 
selected first and individuals second. The major purpose of 
cluster sampling is to reduce costs per element sampled, 
although this advantage is somewhat offset by the usual 
increase in error. To reduce error, clusters would have to
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be selected in such a way that differences between clusters 
are small in comparison to the variability within clusters.
The size of a sample is determined by a number of 
different factors: accuracy, cost, and homogeneity.
The Interview Technique. As a research method, the 
interview is more than an exchange of small talk. It 
represents a direct attempt by the researcher to obtain 
reliable and valid measures in the form of verbal responses 
from one or more respondents. The data obtained from inter­
views represent attempts to confirm or reject hypotheses. As 
such, they are a part of a research data collection procedure, 
and not ends in themselves.
A number of advantages have been claimed for the inter­
view over other research techniques. First, the interview is 
highly flexible and is applicable to many different types of 
problems. It is flexible in the sense that the interviewer 
may change his mode of questioning if the occasion demands. . . .
In addition to being flexible, the interview allows the 
investigator to observe both what the respondent has to say 
and the way in which he says it. If the interview is structured, 
or standardized, it is similar to the administration of indivi­
dual intelligence tests. How the subject responds may be as 
important as the content of his responses.
A third advantage of the interview is its usefulness in 
collecting personal information, attitudes, perceptions, or 
beliefs, and in probing for additional information if 
needed. . . .
A fourth advantage of the interview concerns motivation. 
Almost all interviews begin with an attempt to develop rapport 
between the interviewer and the respondent. . . .
. . . The flexibility of the interview is a distinct 
advantage, but it also generates its own peculiar difficulties, 
especially where the interview is unstructured. . . .
A second problem concerns the training of the interviewer 
himself. Personal values, beliefs, and biases of observers 
may influence the outcomes of investigations. To compensate 
for these subjective factors, interviewers must be trained 
and evaluated. This training will add substantially to the 
costs of data collection.
A third difficulty is that the interview has often been 
used inappropriately where other more suitable techniques 
should have been employed. . . .
The literature on interviewing contains many 'dos' and 
'don’ts' which are either vague or unsubstantiated by research 
findings. However, Kahn and Cannell have suggested some of
lOGilbert Sax, Empirical Foundations of Educational Research 
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1968), pp. 149-50, 
292.
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the potential sources of error which may occur in any inter­
view: errors in asking questions, errors in probing, errors
in motivating, and errors in recording responses.
The Questionnaire Technique. In many ways the interview 
and the questionnaire are similar. Both attempt to elicit 
the feelings, beliefs, experiences, or activities of respon­
dents. They also may both involve formats which can be 
relatively structured or unstructured as the situation 
demands. . . .
The major advantage of the questionnaire over the interview 
is one of economy. Because many questionnaires are sent through 
the mail, the expense and time involved in training interviewers 
and sending them personally to interview each respondent are 
diminished. Also, the questionnaire can be sent almost any­
where, a condition which is usually impractical where an inter­
view is required or needed.
The use of the mails in sending out questionnaires means 
that more persons can be contacted than would be possible with 
interviews. . . .
Another advantage claimed for the questionnaire is that 
each respondent receives the same set of questions phrased in 
exactly the same way, in much the same way that the questions 
on standardized tests are posed. Questionnaires are thus 
supposed to yield data which are more comparable than infor­
mation obtained by means of the interview. The validity of this 
argument depends, in part, on whether the questions are structured 
or unstructured. . . .
There are a number of serious disadvantages in using 
questionnaires to obtain data. In the first place, the moti­
vation of the respondent ordinarily cannot be checked, while in 
an interview situation rapport can be established. Without 
having some indication of the motivational level of respondents 
as they answer questions, the validity of their responses is 
difficult to judge.
A second disadvantage of the questionnaire, and especially 
of the mailed variety, is that its use assumes that respondents 
can both read and write. While this is probably not too serious 
a problem in many studies, it is a limitation if the population 
to be sampled contains illiterates or persons who are literate 
only in a foreign language.
A third disadvantage of the questionnaire is concerned with 
the problem of sampling. The difficulty usually lies not in 
choosing the sample, but in getting those persons selected for 
the sample to return their questionnaires. Because each 
questionnaire which is not returned may result in biased
U Ibid., pp. 201-04.
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sampling, every effort should be made to obtain a 100 percent 
return. The usual expectation for mailed questionnaires is 
that fewer than half of the respondents may reply the first 
time they receive a questionnaire, the percentage of returns 
depending upon such factors as the length of the question­
naire, the reputation of the sponsoring agency, the complexity 
of the questions asked, the relative importance of the study 
as judged by the potential respondent, the extent to which 
the respondent believes that his responses are important, and 
the quality and design of the questionnaire itself.
A questionnaire, no matter how well designed, does not 
represent an end in itself. It is a means of gathering infor­
mation for specific purposes. , . . The decision to use a 
questionnaire (or any other instrument or method) should 
develop out of the investigator's hypotheses, which in turn 
should be justified by the criteria for the selection of a 
research problem. . . .
Questionnaires are tempting because of their apparent 
simplicity. After all, the student argues, all that is needed 
is to send a questionnaire to a large number of persons to 
determine their attitude toward some issue in education. How­
ever, the value of the proposed research is dependent upon the 
potential contribution of the study, which in turn is dependent 
upon the extent to which the study adds to or tests some aspect 
of educational theory or practice.
If the topic for investigation is related to a body of 
theory or can be justified on some other grounds, then the 
investigator faces the problem of deciding what type of infor­
mation he wishes to collect. Because there are an infinite 
number of questions which could be asked on a questionnaire, 
the responsibility for limiting the questions rests on the 
researcher himself. One step which may be useful is the 
preparation of a work table containing a list of questions 
which may have some potential relevance to the hypotheses 
under investigation. For each of these questions, the investi­
gator should indicate his justifications for collecting that 
type of information. . . .
Following are descriptions of four types of measurement 
scales which can be used on questionnaires or other tests or 
inventories. These four types of scales are nominal, ordinal, 
interval, and ratio scales. . . .
The nominal scale involves the fewest assumptions. Names 
or labels for persons, objects, activities, or beliefs form 
this type of scale. Its purpose is simply to identify or 
categorize. . . .
The ordinal scale has all of the characteristics of the 
nominal scale, but in addition it allows us to place objects 
in rank order (highest to lowest, most to least, or best to 
worst, for example). . . .
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The interval scale can be ranked, and the differences 
between successive ranks will be equal. A thermometer is an 
example of interval measurements. Because intervals are equal, 
addition and subtraction are mathematically legitimate opera­
tions. . . .
The ratio scale has not only equal intervals but also an 
absolute zero (i.e., no negatives). . . .
With ratio scales, all mathematical operations such as 
addition, multiplication, subtraction, and division are 
possible.
The arrangement of items on a questionnaire depends, in 
part, on the type of attitude scale used. On a social distance 
scale, the seven categories of social distance (from 'To close 
kinship by marriage1 to ’Would exclude from my country’) are 
fixed by order by favorableness. . . .
Campbell has distinguished four types of items: (1) non­
disguised- structured, such as the Thurstone and Likert scales, 
in which the respondent is given accurate information about the 
purpose of the questionnaire but is restricted in his responses 
by the investigator; (2) nondisguised-nonstructured, as found 
on the free-response type of questionnaire, where the subject 
has unlimited possibilities to respond in any manner he sees 
fit; (3) disguised-nonstructured, which can be found on many 
projective techniques; and (4) disguised-structured, which 
restrict the responses of the subject and at the same time 
hide the real purpose of the questionnaire.
Item format can be considered from another point of view. 
For example, on achievement tests, it is customary to refer 
to items as true-false, multiple-choice, completion, rearrange­
ment, or essay. The advantages and disadvantages of each of 
these types of items can also apply to questionnaires.
The true-false item is essentially a two-alternative 
statement which is scored as correct or incorrect. . . .
The Likert scale is essentially a multiple-choice test 
having three or more alternatives for each item. The subject 
is instructed to select the one option which best describes 
his opinion or belief. On a three-option questionnaire, the 
subject may either agree, disagree, or state that he is 
uncertain as to his beliefs.
On completion items, the subject is provided with an 
incomplete statement and is requested to write in a phrase 
or clause which will complete the sentence.
The literature on item construction for questionnaires 
contains a large number of rules, or ’dos1 and ’don’ts.’ 
While many of these suggestions may be quite useful, they 
should be related to the purpose of the investigation. . . .
Before a final form of the questionnaire is constructed, 
it is of advantage to conduct a pilot study to determine if 
the items are yielding the kind of information that is 
needed. . . .
If questionnaires are administered to an intact group 
(such as students in classes), the investigator has the 
opportunity to motivate respondents and to answer questions 
that may arise. However, because many questionnaires are 
sent through the mail, it is usually necessary to motivate 
respondents to fill out the questionnaire and to return it 
within a reasonable period of time. Unless respondents believe 
that the questionnaire is of value, that it is sponsored by a 
recognized organization, that their personal attention to the 
questionnaire does count and is important, and that not too 
much time will be required, the questionnaire is likely to be 
thrown into the nearest waste basket.
The reliability of a set of measurements obtained from 
questionnaires may be determined by using coefficients of 
stability, equivalence, or internal consistency (homo­
geneity) . . . . 12
The 0 Technique. The Q technique is another method of 
obtaining information about respondents. Q methodology begins 
with the development of items to be sorted into piles according 
to some method approximating a symmetrical distribution. Each 
pile is given a number ranging from zero to 10 (if 11 piles are 
being used) and the subject is instructed to place each card 
into a forced-choice distribution with more of the items or 
cards placed in the center of the distribution than at the ends. 
Correlations are then run between persons. This procedure makes 
it possible to study a few individuals at a time.
Although a number of studies have established the value of 
Q methodology, it has limitations. Forcing choices into a sym­
metrical distribution has been criticized, as has the sorting 
procedure.^ 3
The Semantic Differential. The semantic differential was 
designed to measure the connotative meaning of concepts. 
Typically, developing a semantic differential involves estab­
lishing a number of bipolar adjectives which can be rated on a 
continuum. These scores are usually factor analyzed and a 
'semantic space1 defined.
The semantic differential allows the investigator not only 
to examine the connotative meaning of concepts, but to compare 
the profiles made by two or more persons. It is also possible
12Ibid., pp. 214-30.
13Ibid., pp. 281-82.
to compare the profiles of the same person on two or more 
concepts.
Although there are decided advantages in using the 
semantic differential, its limitations should be kept in 
mind. Being essentially a bipolar rating scale, it has all 
of the disadvantages that this type of scale is known to 
possess (such as ease of faking and of acquiescing), as 
well as its advantages (simplicity in administration and 
scoring).*4
14lbid., p. 282.
Chapter 3
WRITING AND INTERPRETING RESEARCH
During the present decade increased emphasis, generated by 
government programs and so-called educational innovations, has created 
an awareness of the need for better educational research.
One of the marks of a professional educator is a concern for 
good and properly reported educational research. The leading journal 
formats for reporting the writing and interpretation of research and 
experimentation all too often have been inadequate.
The writing and interpreting of most educational research 
activities is done to describe "what was" for the purpose of deter­
mining and describing historical development. In addition, comparisons 
or contrasts are reported descriptively for the purpose of interpreting 
"what is" or to describe the results of an experimental program in an 
attempt to answer "what will be." The research reporting usually 
involves schools or school children through action involving the 
practitioner on the job.
Prerequisite to any research report is the method comprising 
the problem definition. In Figure 7 the problem definition is outlined 
diagramatically and an approach to problem solving is provided in the 
accompanying material.
An approach to the writing and interpretation for the solution 
of a problem as described in Figure 7 may be reported using the outline 
which follows.
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Practicing new 
behavior or 
learnings
Getting evi­
dence on 
results
Generalizing,
applying,
integrating
Selecting new 
behaviors or 
learnings
Finding new dis- 
satisfactions 
and problems
Dissatisfaction
Problem
Figure 7 
Schema for Problem Definition*
*Matthew B. Miles, Learning to Work in Groups (New York: 
Teachers College Bureau of Publications, Columbia University, 1959), 
p. 38.
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Statement of the Problem
a. The problem should be stated in terms intelligible to 
someone who is generally sophisticated but who is 
relatively uninformed in the area of the problem.
b. Delimit the specific area to be investigated.
c. Formulate the questions to be raised and tested.
d. Specify the significance of the study:
1. That is, indicate how this research project
will refine, revise, or extend existing knowledge. 
These refinements, revisions, or extensions may 
have either substantive or methodological signif­
icance.
2. Since all studies have two potential audiences 
(practitioners and professional peers) statements 
relating the research to both groups are in order.
Statement of the Purpose
One paragraph should be written indicating the purpose of 
the study, e.g., "The purpose of this paper (research, etc.) 
is "o 9 9 9 •
Solution Design
a. What procedures (model) are needed to answer each 
question? What model, new model, or modified model 
is appropriate? Construct a model such as modified 
Delphi, or use PERT, CFM (or a modified version of 
these), or employ a cost/effectiveness approach to 
evaluate programs, or apply computer graphics, or 
utilize MBO to answer each question.
b. Present a thorough description of the selected model.
c. What type of data are needed? Will a sample set of 
real data or a simulated set of data be sufficient to 
use in the model?
Solution
a. What are the results of applying the data to the 
model?
b. List the alternatives that are produced (if 
appropriate, e.g., cost/effectiveness, PERT, CPM, 
Delphi, MBO).
Implement the Solution
Discuss the implementation of the solution and the advantages 
and disadvantages (pitfalls) of these solutions. Relate the
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advantages and disadvantages to the structure of the selected 
model.1
The writing and interpreting of research depends to a great 
extent on the experience, work style, and training of the investigator. 
In any research activity it is important to recognize that research is 
a systematic approach, resulting in an accurate investigation, The 
gathering of data from primary sources must be logically and objectively 
pursued. The qualitative organization of data must be carefully 
recorded and reported. Training programs for those preparing to write 
and interpret must adhere to the rigorous standards required in all 
research activities.
*C. Kenneth Tanner, "An Approach to Problem Solving" (Knoxville, 
Tennessee: University of Tennessee, 1971), (Mimeographed.)
Chapter 4
A SUGGESTED PROGRAM FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH 
AS A MAJOR FIELD OF STUDY
Educational research, like research in the natural sciences, 
must deal with the practical and the theoretical. Educators, like 
scientists, depend upon research to provide sufficient information 
prerequisite to responsible action.
Throughout this study a distinction was made between a 
practitioner and a basic researcher. Close interaction between basic 
educational research and applied educational research is as much a 
necessity as it is in the natural sciences.
The training program for one planning to become a natural 
scientist involves a total approach, and includes, as a major part of 
the program, an emphasis on research. The training of educational 
researchers is analogous to that of natural scientists. For that 
reason, a suggested program for those planning educational research 
as a major field of study is presented at this point.
Program for the DOCTOR OF EDUCATION Degree (Major in Educational Research)
Area Qtr. Hrs.
Statistics Intro, to Statistical Methods 3
Interfiled. Statistical Methods 3
Nonparametric Statistics 3
Multivariate Statistics 3
Intro, to Bayesian Statistics 3
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Area Qtr, Hrs.
Evaluation Measurement and Evaluation 3
Adv. Measurement and Evaluation 3
Surveys and Rating Scales 3
Theory of Measurement 3
Research Research Methods and Techniques 3
Methods Research Design 3
Adv. Research Design 3
Survey Research 3
Intro, to Educational Planning 3
Indiv. Study in Ed. Research 6
Writing and Interpreting Research 3
Computer Programming - FORTRAN 3
Federal Programs & Grants 3
Adv. Research & Analysis 3
Other Courses in: Social Foundations of Education 3
Curriculum or Media 3
Two minor fields and/or cognate work in Psychology,
Sociology, Mathematics, etc. 48
Dissertation 24
138
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